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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

MIT scientist Stephanie Seneff’s paper,  “Worse Than the Disease: Reviewing Some Possible

Unintended Consequences of mRNA Vaccines Against COVID-19,” published in the International

Journal of Vaccine Theory, Practice and Research in collaboration with Dr. Greg Nigh, is still one

of the best, most comprehensive descriptions of the many possible unintended consequences of

the mRNA gene transfer technologies incorrectly referred to as “COVID vaccines.”

December 9, 2021, their paper was reprinted in the Townsend Letter, the Examiner of Alternative

Medicine.  Seneff, Ph.D., a senior research scientist at MIT who has been conducting research at

MIT for over Tve decades, has spent a large portion of her career investigating the hazards and

mechanisms of action of glyphosate.

Her attention was diverted to the science of mRNA gene transfer technologies in early 2020,

when Operation Warp Speed was announced. As noted in her paper, many factors that lacked

precedent, yet were being implemented at breakneck speed, included:

1. The Trst-ever use of PEG in an injection

2. The Trst-ever use of mRNA gene transfer technology against an infectious agent

3. The Trst-ever “vaccine” to make no clear claims about reducing infection, transmissibility or

death

4. The Trst-ever coronavirus vaccine ever tested on humans (and previous coronavirus

vaccines all failed due to antibody-dependent enhancement, a condition in which the

antibodies actually facilitate infection rather than defend against it)

5. The Trst-ever use of genetically modiTed polynucleotides in the general population

An Insanely Reckless Process

In a May 2021 interview with me, Seneff said:

“To have developed this incredibly new technology so quickly, and to skip so many steps

in the process of evaluating [its safety], it's an insanely reckless thing that they've done.

My instinct was that this is bad, and I needed to know [the truth].

So, I really dug into the research literature by the people who've developed these

vaccines, and then more extensive research literature around those topics. And I don't

see how these vaccines can possibly be doing anything good ...”

At the time, just Tve months into the mass inoculation campaign, Seneff suspected the COVID

shots would end up killing far more people than the infection itself. Today, a full year into it, the

statistics are grim beyond belief, proving her educated prediction to have been an astute one.

mRNA Jabs Are Shockingly Hazardous

As of December 3, 2021, the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) has logged

an astounding 927,738 COVID jab related adverse events, including 19,886 deaths.  VAERS can

receive reports from vaccine manufacturers and other international sources, and if we exclude

those, the death toll reported in U.S. territories exclusively stands at 9,136.

Of the total death reports, PTzer — the only company that the U.S. Food and Drug Administration

has granted full licensing for an as-yet unavailable COVID shot — accounts for the vast majority:

13,268, compared to 4,894 for Moderna, 1,651 for Janssen and 73 for an undisclosed brand.

PTzer also accounts for the vast majority of hospitalizations post-injection, and while those over

the age of 66 make up the bulk of deaths, the 25-to-50 age group accounts for most of the

hospitalizations. Key side effects that are now being reported in massive numbers include:

Miscarriages Heart problems such as heart attacks and

myopericarditis

Thrombocytopenia (low platelet count) Shingles

Bell’s palsy A variety of permanent disabilities, many of

which involve neurological dysfunction

All of these consequences were predicted by Seneff and Nigh in their paper, which makes the

events all the more tragic. Importantly, VAERS is notoriously underreported, so the real-world

impact of these shots is far greater than what those data suggest.

The Cure Is Indeed Worse Than the Disease

Calculations  performed by Steve Kirsch, executive director of the COVID-19 Early Treatment

Fund, and his team of statisticians suggest VAERS COVID-related reports are underreported by a

factor of 41. This is a conservative estimate, supported by calculations using a variety of sources

besides VAERS itself.

That means that in the U.S. alone (using the data for U.S. territories only), the actual death toll

may be closer to 374,576 (including international deaths reported to VAERS would put the death

toll at 815,326), and those are deaths that occurred within days or weeks post-injection.

As Seneff and Nigh explain in their paper, there’s overwhelming reason to suspect that these gene

transfer injections will have devastating impacts in the long term, resulting in excess deaths over

the next decade.

What’s more, it’s clear that the death toll from the COVID-19 infection itself in the U.S. has been

vastly exaggerated, as it’s based on positive PCR tests and even mere suspicion of COVID in the

absence of testing. Many died from other causes and just happened to have a positive COVID

test at the time of death.

Kirsch estimates the real death tally from COVID-19 to be about 50% of the reported number

(which is likely conservative). This means about 380,000 Americans died from COVID-19 (rather

than with COVID), whereas the COVID shots may have killed more than 374,570 in the Trst 11

months alone.

“ Seneff suspects that in the next 10 to 15 years,
we’ll see a dramatic spike in prion diseases,
autoimmune diseases, neurodegenerative diseases
at younger ages, and blood disorders such as blood
clots, hemorrhaging, stroke and heart failure.”

As predicted in the title of Seneff’s paper, it seems the cure may indeed end up being worse than

the disease. This is particularly true for children and young adults, who have either died or been

permanently disabled by the shots by the thousands, while having an extraordinarily low risk of

dying from or being seriously harmed by the infection itself.

Seneff suspects that in the next 10 to 15 years, we’ll see a dramatic spike in prion diseases,

autoimmune diseases, neurodegenerative diseases at younger ages, and blood disorders such as

blood clots, hemorrhaging, stroke and heart failure.

The Spike Protein Is the Most Dangerous Part of SARS-CoV-2

The reason we’re seeing all these problems from the COVID shots is because they program your

cells to continuously produce SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, which we now know is the most

dangerous part of the virus. Many experts noted this from the start, wondering what the vaccine

developers could possibly be thinking, selecting this as the antigen for their shots.

While the mRNA injections can cause harm in many different ways, one basic problem is that

they can overstimulate your immune system to the point of failure. In summary, as your cells

start producing the viral spike proteins, your immune cells rally to mop up the proteins and dump

them into your lymphatic system. (This is why many report swollen lymph nodes under the arms.)

The antibody response is part of your humoral immunity. You also have cellular immunity, which

is part of your innate immune system. Your innate immune system is very powerful. If you're

healthy, it can clear viruses without ever producing a single antibody. Antibodies are actually a

second-tier effect when your innate immune system fails.

The problem is that your innate immune system will not be activated and likely will fail to protect

you if you get a COVID-19 shot, because it’s bypassing all of the areas where your innate immune

system would be brought to bear.

Normally you breathe the virus in and stimulate the production secretory IgA antibodies that

protect your respiratory system. When you bypass that route of exposure with a jab in the arm, no

secretory IgA antibodies are produced, leaving you susceptible to the infection.

As explained by Ronald Kostoff in an excellent December 8, 2021, Trial Site News article, “COVID-

19 ‘Vaccines’: The Wrong Bomb Over the Wrong Target at the Wrong Time”:

“An effective vaccine would focus on cellular immunity in the respiratory and intestinal

tract, in which secretory IgA is produced by your lymphocytes that are located directly

underneath the mucous membranes that line the respiratory and intestinal tract.

The antibodies produced by these lymphocytes are ejected through and to the surface of

the linings. These antibodies are thus on site to meet air-borne viruses and they may be

able to prevent viral binding and infection of the cells.

Unfortunately, the main inoculants used presently for COVID-19 focus on antibodies (IgG

and circulating IgA) that occur in the bloodstream. These antibodies protect the internal

organs of the body from infectious agents that try to spread via the bloodstream.”

When you are injected with the COVID jab, your body will only induce IgG and circulating IgA —

not secretory IgA, and these types of antibodies do not effectively protect your mucous

membranes from SARS-CoV-2 infection. So, as noted by Kostoff, the breakthrough infections

we’re now seeing “conTrm the fundamental design kaws” of this gene transfer technology.

“A natural infection with SARS-CoV-2 (coronavirus) will in most individuals remain

localized to the respiratory tract,” Kostoff writes.  “The vaccines used presently cause

cells deep inside our body to express the viral spike protein, which they were never meant

to do by nature.

Any cell which expresses this foreign antigen on its surface will come under attack by the

immune system, which will involve both IgG antibodies and cytotoxic T-lymphocytes. This

may occur in any organ, but the damage will be most severe in vital organs.

We are seeing now that the heart is affected in many young people, leading to

myocarditis or even sudden cardiac arrest and death. In other words, we are dropping the

wrong bomb on the wrong target at the wrong time!”

In the end, your body will essentially believe that your innate immune system has failed, which

means it must bring in the backup cavalry. In essence, your body is now overreacting to

something that isn’t true. You’re not actually infected with a virus and your innate immune system

has not failed, but your body is forced to respond as if both are true.

Effects Likely to Persist Long Term

What’s more, the synthetic RNA in the mRNA vaccines contains a nucleotide called methyl-

pseudouridine, which your body cannot break down, and the RNA is programmed to trigger

maximum protein production. So, we’re looking at completely untested manipulation of RNA.

It is very important to recognize that this is a genetically engineered mRNA for the spike protein.

It is not identical to the spike protein mRNA that SARS-Cov-2 produces. It’s been signiTcantly

altered to avoid being metabolized by your body.

The spike protein your body produces in response to the COVID-19 vaccine mRNA locks into your

ACE2 receptor. This is because the genetically engineered new spike protein has additional

prolines inserted that prevent the receptors from properly closing, which then cause you to

downregulate ACE2. That’s partially how you end up with problems such as pulmonary

hypertension, ventricular heart failure and stroke.

As noted in a 2020 paper,  there’s a “pivotal link” between ACE2 deTciency and SARS-CoV-2

infection. People with ACE2 deTciency tend to be more prone to severe COVID-19. The spike

protein suppresses ACE2,  making the deTciency even worse. According to Seneff, the gene

transfer injections essentially do the same thing, and we still don’t know how long the effects

last.

Manufacturers initially guessed the synthetic RNA might survive in the human body for about six

months. A more recent investigation found the spike protein persisted in recovered COVID

patients for 15 months.

This raises the suspicion that the synthetic and more persistent mRNA in the COVID shots may

trigger spike protein production for at least as long, and probably longer.  What’s more, the

number of spike proteins produced by the shots is far greater than what you experience in natural

infection.

As explained by Dr. Peter McCullough,  this means that after your Trst shot, your body will

produce spike protein for at least 15 months. But, when you get shot No. 2 a few weeks later, that

shot will cause spike protein production to go on for 15 months or longer. With shot No. 3 six

months after that, you produce spike protein for yet another 15 months.

With regular boosters, you may never rid your body of the spike protein. All the while, it’s wreaking

havoc with your biology. McCullough likens it to “a permanent install of an inkammatory protein

in the human body,” and inkammation is at the heart of most if not all chronic diseases. There’s

simply no possible way for these gene transfer shots to improve public health. They’re going to

decimate it.

Long-Term Neurological Damage Is To Be Expected

In her paper,  Seneff describes several key characteristics of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein that

suggests it acts as a prion. This could help explain why we’re seeing so many neurological side

effects from the shots. According to Seneff, the spike protein produced by the COVID shot, due to

the modiTcations made, may actually make it more of a prion than the spike protein in the actual

virus, and a more effective one.

For a detailed technical description of this you can read through Seneff’s paper, but the take-

home message is that COVID-19 shots are instruction sets for your body to make a toxic protein

that will eventually wind up concentrated in your spleen, from where prion-like protein

instructions will be sent out, radically increasing your risk of developing neurodegenerative

diseases.

Lung, Heart and Brain Diseases Are Predictable Consequences

Seneff also goes into great detail describing how the spike protein acts as a metabolic poison.

While I recommend reading Seneff’s paper in its entirety, I’ve extracted some key sections below,

starting with how the spike protein can trigger pathological damage leading to lung damage and

heart and brain diseases:

“The picture is now emerging that SARS-CoV-2 has serious effects on the vasculature in

multiple organs, including the brain vasculature … In a series of papers, Yuichiro Suzuki in

collaboration with other authors presented a strong argument that the spike protein by

itself can cause a signaling response in the vasculature with potentially widespread

consequences.

These authors observed that, in severe cases of COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2 causes

signiYcant morphological changes to the pulmonary vasculature … Furthermore, they

showed that exposure of cultured human pulmonary artery smooth muscle cells to the

SARS-CoV-2 spike protein S1 subunit was su[cient to promote cell signaling without the

rest of the virus components.

Follow-on papers showed that the spike protein S1 subunit suppresses ACE2, causing a

condition resembling pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH), a severe lung disease with

very high mortality … The ‘in vivo studies’ they referred to … had shown that SARS

coronavirus-induced lung injury was primarily due to inhibition of ACE2 by the SARS-CoV

spike protein, causing a large increase in angiotensin-II.

Suzuki et al. (2021) went on to demonstrate experimentally that the S1 component of the

SARS-CoV-2 virus, at a low concentration … activated the MEK/ERK/MAPK signaling

pathway to promote cell growth. They speculated that these effects would not be

restricted to the lung vasculature.

The signaling cascade triggered in the heart vasculature would cause coronary artery

disease, and activation in the brain could lead to stroke. Systemic hypertension would

also be predicted. They hypothesized that this ability of the spike protein to promote

pulmonary arterial hypertension could predispose patients who recover from SARS-CoV-

2 to later develop right ventricular heart failure.

Furthermore, they suggested that a similar effect could happen in response to the mRNA

vaccines, and they warned of potential long-term consequences to both children and

adults who received COVID-19 vaccines based on the spike protein.

An interesting study by Lei et. al. (2021) found that pseudovirus — spheres decorated

with the SARS-CoV-2 S1 protein but lacking any viral DNA in their core — caused

ingammation and damage in both the arteries and lungs of mice exposed intratracheally.

They then exposed healthy human endothelial cells to the same pseudovirus particles.

Binding of these particles to endothelial ACE2 receptors led to mitochondrial damage

and fragmentation in those endothelial cells, leading to the characteristic pathological

changes in the associated tissue.

This study makes it clear that spike protein alone, unassociated with the rest of the viral

genome, is su[cient to cause the endothelial damage associated with COVID-19. The

implications for vaccines intended to cause cells to manufacture the spike protein are

clear and are an obvious cause for concern.”

The COVID Shots Activate Latent Viruses

As mentioned earlier, shingles infection is turning out to be a rather common side effect of the

COVID shot, and like the neurological, vascular and cardiac damage we’re seeing, activation of

latent viral infections was also predicted.

One reason why latent viral infections are cropping up in response to the shots is because the

shots disable your type I interferon pathway. A second reason is because your immune system is

overburdened trying to deal with the inkammatory spike proteins kowing through your body.

Something’s got to give, so latent viruses are allowed to break through.

That’s not the end of your potential troubles, however, as these coinfections may worsen or

accelerate other conditions, such as Bell’s Palsy, myalgic encephalomyelitis and chronic fatigue

syndrome.

Herpes viruses, for example, have been implicated as a trigger of both AIDS  and chronic fatigue

syndrome.  Some research suggests these diseases don’t appear until viruses from different

families partner up and the type 1 interferon pathway is disabled.

With all of that in mind, it seems inevitable that, long term, the COVID mass injection campaign

will result in an avalanche of a wide range of debilitating chronic illnesses.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,601 ratings

ORDER NOW
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We should call for a tribunal to arrest and charged with crimes against humanity, Bill Gates, Fauci, et al.  Possibly to be hanged when it

is over.  Mass murderers they are.  Already, India has called for the arrest of Bill Gates and any Indian can do a citizen's arrest of him.
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Unintended Consequences of mRNA Shots
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

“Worse Than the Disease: Reviewing Some Possible Unintended Consequences of

mRNA Vaccines Against COVID-19,” by Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D., and Dr. Greg Nigh, is

one of the most comprehensive descriptions of the many possible unintended

consequences of the mRNA gene transfer technologies incorrectly referred to as

“COVID vaccines”

)

As of December 3, 2021, the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS)

has logged 19,886 COVID jab related deaths. PTzer — the only company that the U.S.

Food and Drug Administration has granted full licensing for an as-yet unavailable COVID shot — accounts for 13,268 of them

)

Calculations suggest VAERS COVID-related reports are underreported by a factor of 41. That means that in the U.S. alone, the actual death

toll may be closer to 374,576. Including international deaths reported to VAERS would put the death toll at 815,326

)

Key side effects that are now being reported in massive numbers include miscarriages, heart attacks, myopericarditis, thrombocytopenia

(low platelet count), shingles, Bell’s palsy and a variety of permanent disabilities, many of which involve neurological dysfunction

)

The side effects we now see being reported were entirely predictable based on the known science detailed in Seneff’s and Nigh’s paper)
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That action has already been set into motion. dailyexpose.uk/2021/12/10/uk-team-Tle-complaint-of-crimes-against-hum..  

Indeed there have been several attempts to get the attention of the ICC. Their continuing silence has left me with the thought

that, if they do nothing; there comes a moment in history where their inaction may well damage the ICC's reputation; even to the

point where their inaction may be seen as complicity in the criminality.
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Don't forget that we need to prosecute the leaders of the countries (not just the Presidents) who didn't protest the virus and the

shots.
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Case already in motion in India: indianbarassociation.in/worlds-Trst-vaccine-murder-case-against-bill-..  plus another action

against Tedros, leader of the WHO and named others, as far as I am aware all the above carry the death penalty. The Indian Bar

Association has a good record and even if these people don't even get jail-time, one thing it does do is keep this this horror show

in the spotlight and out of the countries where it has been wreaking havoc in one form or another for centuries. Here are just two

examples from 2009  www.freepressjournal.in/viral/arrestbillgates-heres-why-indians-are-en..  and 2020

navdanyainternational.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/THE-DYSTOPIA-OF-T..  

The point being that now corporate drug testing and corporate ownership of agriculture and thus food production is in our own

backyard but this has been going on forever elsewhere and we have ignored it. I guess our chickens are Tnally coming home to

roost - big time. On the bright side, there is so much going on legally at the moment all over the World, as well as boots on the

ground demonstrations but you won't Tnd any information in the MSM except for pathetic attempts to 'debunk' everything that

doesn't follow their narrative but at least from them you'll get the hint of where to look!
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Lew Rockwell has a similar thought this morning: "Time To Burn Anti-Vax Doctors At The Stake?"

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/12/no_author/time-to-burn-anti-vax-doctors-at..
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Re Gates scheming (posted  12/17/21) :  he got himself designated as a country through GAVI as a member state of the WHO

thus acquiring immunity from prosecution as a "one man country" member State. The WHO and the U.N. have more or less

appointed themselves de facto one world government already. Therefore puppet member states such as the UK government

must do as they are told. Astrid Zuckelberger's testimony to Reiner Fuellmuch explained some months ago about WHO

corruption and Gates' supposed immunity from prosecution. But would that apply to all locations or to India? Location may be

everything in terms of what local laws have been broken and liability for harm caused by medical interventions.

If this turned out to be a test case, it might open the doors to other breaches of liability. Gates appears to have all the tricks up

his sleeve needed to circumvent the law plus of course unlimited cash to consult lawyers or bribe any source that needs

persuasion. In one sense, the law is powerless and has already been corrupted at least in the U.S. and possibly world wide.

www.brandnewtube.com/watch/who-insiders-blow-the-whistle-on-bill-gates.  

indianbarassociation.in/more-trouble-for-bill-gates-and-adar-poonawall.  

indianbarassociation.in/multiple-petitions-Tled-in-supreme-court-of-i….
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There are many good people working on this; so far, with zero success!
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So this is Reiner Fuellmich's follow up with Dipali Ojha of the Indian Bar Associated - and you will hear what they have been doing

and their results so far   www.bitchute.com/.../KRQ2iQLoI6rb  and here she is again on the 4th December with another update -

www.youtube.com/watch   there is a time stamp on this video and the Bill Gates Case starts at 1:07:50 it is linked not only to the

recent test case death but to the case of 24,000 Andhra Pradesh tribal girls in the Gates HPV vax trials.
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Cabochon, good comment. We must also remember that, yes, there are laws:  their laws, and the laws of the people - our laws.
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Graphene Oxide Basics www.holistichealthonline.info/graphene-oxide-basics    Blackout Winter - Worst Case Scenario EVENTS

TO COME 2021/2022 www.bitchute.com/.../cZcmHNJY460d  

video.brighteon.com/Tle/Brighteon-staging/hls/3a5eb9e2-a1a4-4461-854e..   (DOWNLOAD LINK - SAVE .ts FILE AS .mp4 FILE

LATER AS REQUIRED) vimeo.com/.../f339af5c9b  ~ www.bitchute.com/.../yTPsMKOg5DZP

 ~ www.bitchute.com/.../d44cpWuFPcQa  ~ www.bitchute.com/search/?query=graphene&kind=video&sort=new    (now over

4700 graphene injection vids) wira.adem.my.id/?source=youtube&title=rJkqwnRIbL&type=mp4&..  

 seed122.bitchute.com/.../UgiP8nJN34re.mp4  ~ www.rokTn.com/.../Graphene  ~  www.bitchute.com/.../parYxg01CQYX

 Modern World Speed Evil www.bitchute.com/.../aVQtkefEUZEd  www.youtube.com/watch  guy from internet - DUDE LISTEN TO

THIS GUY www.bitchute.com/.../Ibv30wGWIZP6
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Julian Assange has been extradited to the USA, and Wikileaks has just released EVERYTHING- MUST SEE- link is below

Tle.wikileaks.org/Tle/?fbclid=IwAR2U_Evqah_Qy2wxNY12FMqFC5dAFUcZL5Kl..
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Electroverse is Astrocomical sometimes... especially when

covid-vaccines-are-killing-and-maiming-people-including-children-and-the-fda-pTzer-knew-this-from-day-one...

electroverse.net/covid-vaccines-are-killing-and-maiming-people-includi..
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PLEASE Watch and support Tom Renz and a grwoing band of lawyers, doctors etc  

sarahwestall.com/if-you-want-justice-murder-trials-you-must-do-this-w-..   I have electronically signed the letter - PLEASE

everyone here  do the same.
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SuperSing
Joined On 9/9/2018 7:25:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

skupe59 wrote: "Don't forget that we need to prosecute the leaders of the countries (not just the Presidents) who didn't protest

the virus and the shots." Are there any left alive who protested? Two or three of them were killed and replaced with cooperatives.

Five died. newsrescue.com/Tve-presidents-who-opposed-covid-vaccines-have-conveni..
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airsurfer
Joined On 3/31/2014 8:39:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

unfortunately that is not how survival works. Don't be fooled by peaceful 'wins' in historybooks. Those were controlled

opposition, allowed to keep appearances of some justice. Remember, to stay in power, to stay credible, you'd better not tell 100%

lies or you'll be removed in a very short time. All the peaceful protests were 'won' after the powers that be Tnally 'gave in'. All the

lives that died to keep the protest alive are lost, while the evildoers just get another job/move to another place/get a symbolic

slap on the Tngers etc. Natural selection selects the strongest (=healthiest, smartest etc) but this synthetic society which we

accept, selects evil. We know the Nuremberg trials were a total joke, and so it goes on with big corp getting Tned millions for a

crime that gained them billions, it's just part of the business model, it's just public relations to keep the public opinion

manageable.

I Tnd it cringeworthy that I unfortunately see this kind of comment as a majority. There is no lack of knowledge of who's doing

what. But the system doesn't care about its subjects. It's the people's responsibility to refuse, talk, think and take action. Without

action we are just books waiting to be burned. There is (well at least in my opinion) no superhero politician that will do all the

work for us and that will survive in the nest of snakes politics is. And that is just the puppet show. Those who pull the strings are

never satiated, their goal/business/craving is to extract the maximum out of us and that is what WE allow. WE determine the line.

As much as I despise BG, he is not the one injecting poison. It's all his nextdoor minions, collaborators who choose money over

humanity. Those we can stop. A small murderer might change his ways in jail. A massmurderer? Doubt it. How would

imprisonment of a monster balance out all the lives ruined? An eye for an eye is the most natural and mathematical fair. It only

takes 1 to forgive to stop the chain. Defense is no crime
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Joined On 3/31/2014 8:39:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

as long as people accept to abide the law, they will loose every battle against those who make the laws. It's that simple. It's not

the word of god or whatever on paper. It's just letters, nothing else. Don't let your life depend on it. We are kesh and bone. Not a

number, not a statistic. God' is inside everyone, if you do what feels morally right, it is not a crime. Self defense is not a crime but

a vertue. Nature/our paradise is organic matter, not letters on paper. Anybody who puts letters above life should be... evil doesn't

hesitate.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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This posting is for those of you who own small businesses.  There are no perfect solutions to this covid mess, but it is necessary to

help each other and also help ourselves.  Resistance is necessary until people see so much harm done by vaxines that they can no

longer remain in denial.   Many of us will need part time or seasonal labor at times, if not hiring full time employees.  Due to covid job

losses, there is now an incredible amount of skilled labor and talent available to small businesses.  Many of these people who have

sacriTced their jobs working for large companies (or been Tred for refusing the jab) are highly intelligent and of good character.  They

are motivated employees who need a job.

Many businesses complain about a shortage of workers and skilled employees.  When you have job openings, give preference to the

unvaxed.  If you pay cash every Friday, you should have no problem at all Tnding good workers.  It will be to your advantage--and theirs.

This may not be a long term solution, but it will help many people get by for a while longer. It will give people options.  It will buy time

and strengthen the resistance. When people think of getting the jab to feed their children, also compare it to the cost to those children

of growing up without a parent. We need many leaders, bureaucrats, technocrats and pharmaceutical company execs brought to justice

for crimes against humanity. The fact that this is not being done, while ever more people are being intimidated and coerced to accept

vaxination is indicative of the forces of evil we are up against.
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eileenruth
Joined On 3/7/2021 1:40:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great post and ideas! Love this proactive kind of thinking!
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Macskak
Joined On 8/18/2021 1:14:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent - beautiful ideas

❤
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One word to sum up the life of a small business owner in the last 2 years: ADAPTIVE! Duck & Weave baby! Let's make the rat race

even trickier day by day, just check your local news to Tnd out what the rules are!
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Tsider
Joined On 1/23/2013 9:09:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent advice Almond!
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Absolutely brilliant! There are already holiday B&Bs and gîtes that only take unvaccinated people, it is sad that it has to come to

this but it truly is war at the moment. I really feel sorry for kids because I can't imagine what it is doing to them, particularly with

parents under such stress, ideas are what we need.  This employment issue goes for people who work on-line too, which I guess

is the last refuge now for those who refuse to comply. As everyone is aware everything you post is up for perusal. Those who

support the narrative get boosted, those who don't get buried. Furthermore, those with websites that need support through

advertising or associate commission are being hammered. Nobody who sees this for what it is wants to be associated with

YouTube et al but so many are captive to that pay cheque.

The new platforms are being squeezed too, so if you see your favorite creators have synced their channel to Odysee or have

videos on other such independent platforms, then think about supporting them there, even if you just take time to subscribe and

watch a few videos, comment and 'like' - it helps so much. It ups our views and ranking and beats the algorithm to get us noticed!

However, if you can afford it and see they have a tip jar of KoT or similar on their sites or channels and you appreciate their work

 then give them a few dollars. If this isn't stopped then I can see a time coming when you will only be allowed to have a YT

channel or other Alphabet product if you have a vaccine pass or smart phone. So all you fellow on-line small creators and we are

billions around the World, we need to have an escape plan ready and we need to work to make sure that the new platforms and

opensource sites are truly up and running. 'Mr Global' wants everything, every bit of independence from the state aka 'him' that

you have, this is about owning everything. It's a stupid untenable idea but this is not about sanity . We need to keep playing

dodgeball the best way we ca
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Sue and all... That is something else I had intended to mention. We need to start creating an alternative economy.  Not only for

cash, but also for barter. Eventually, we will need our own currency system. One other thing people can do for income is to set up

a bed and breakfast for travelers if you have an extra room or can build or convert a guesthouse from a shed, etc.  Those with

land will Tnd this an option, too.  Esp. if you have homegrown food.  Get creative with ideas--teepees and saunas.  Treehouses,

etc. Eventually, the unvaxed may be unwelcome in hotels... already restaurants. A household may need many smaller projects to

survive.  Selling eggs, doing mending, welding, etc.  Things that can be done at home for cash.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In BC; the majority of the population is totally and irretrievably brainwashed! I've lost count of the number of small businesses

that I've been to, attempting to explain the reality of the mask, shots, etc.. Guess what... pretty much all of those people "don't

want to hear it", "don't believe it" and "don't care". This is exactly what we, who choose to think for ourselves, are up against and

exactly what is allowing the covid psyops to continue. Very soon, It will be mandatory to be tested (at least in Canada) -

everywhere and anywhere you go - mark my words! I spoke with a "Pharmacist" yesterday. After establishing that he is indeed a

"university graduate"; I asked him how he could possibly believe that the mask is "protecting him" from a viral nano particle in any

way. I only succeeded in making him angry - along with a customer who was 'eavesdropping'. This is already a nightmare for me;

soon to be a nightmare for all!
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Karenkearns07
Joined On 9/16/2021 12:59:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm in Oklahoma and desperately need a job buy will not get vaccinated.   I would love to work for a small business.   Do you have

any suggestions on how I Tnd like minded small business owners?
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Absolutely, this is the positive side of all this - we have been living a lie for millennia, the old 'normal' was rotten and the new

'normal' equally so. What I see from this is that a greater percentage  of the population of the World now do understand we are

'all in this together' because never before has there been a chance to change this corrupt system for the better. I think people

really started to wake up during WW1 - if you read the war poets, they were the Trst to question 'dulce et decorum est pro patria

mori' something that Wilfred Owen called 'the old lie'. Well what or actually who, was 'patria' because that war like all others had

both sides funded by the same entity. Substitute Big Pharma or Big Tech for 'patria' and here we are again on the same old

merry-go-round - time to get off and for good.
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maxandfrancis
Joined On 10/6/2006 2:41:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Karen, sign up with the social media GAB.  They are trying to start a parallel society.  They have a job board for the unvaxxed.

 You might get help there.
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She523628
Joined On 8/1/2021 7:06:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am a small business (therapeutic healing center) owner and would love to hire people who have opted out of getting the

shot...especially those that lost their job because of it...but I have no idea how to go about doing that. Like others, I have been

extremely short staffed since being closed for 4 months last year. Over half of my staff did not return. I've had to shorten my

hours to stay healthy and not burn out, but there are so many more people we could be helping with more staff. I have put the

word out best I can through my clients (who are a mixture of vaxed, non-vaxed, and vaxed regrets) to no avail. If anyone has any

suggestions, please share.
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Karen and all... It depends where you live.  It may be more dizcult to Tnd jobs in lower population areas becuase there are fewer,

but these might be what is needed.  By and large, many of these jobs go to men--farming, ranching logging, mining, Tshing. Can

you consider moving?  How much income do you need?  Do you have children? I made a major move when I was young, 1500

miles.  For the same reason many people are moving now.  My life was becoming intolerable staying in the same location and

situation.  I entirely changed my life from a professional career to manual labor and have been happy ever since.  (At intervals, I

would still do professional work, but that is pretty much behind me, no, due to my unwillingness to get vaxed.)

When I was younger, one thing I thought about was becoming a cook--either on a small Tshing boat off the coast of Alaska or on

a ranch.  I do not know if small Tshing boats still Tsh the uncharted islands.  They wanted cooks who knew how to also butcher

the wild cattle and game they encountered as well as prepare fresh seafood and baked goods from scratch.  You gotta think

outside the box. It is getting harder to develop skills since education is being denied to the unvaxed.  Also, in many cases, you

need startup money.  Some jobs require a lot of strength for a woman.  

I just lucked out and fell into a man's job, being in the right place at the right time.  I knew the men would laugh at me if I failed,

but I also knew they would laugh at a man if he failed.  The difference was, that, in a new part of the country, at least I was given

a chance.  I had found the part of the Midwest where I was living to be very restrictive in terms of equal opportunity jobs for

women. These are some jobs in demand... horseshoeing, mechanic (esp. heavy equipment), well drillers.  Always childcare and

homecare, but that is even getting bureaucratic. Consider apprenticing to an older business owner who will train you.
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If you live in a city, consider printing up business cards and kyers and going door to door.  Choose an established neighborhood

with many elderly persons who cannot do physical labor.  Offer services such as outdoor window washing or shoveling snow.

 There is one woman who mows lawns for a living.  In summer, a hardworking person can make a good living mowing 4 lawns a

day and staying in good shape.  As you build your business, you can purchase labor-saving equipment. This spring, I anticipate

there will be a good market for people with a larger greenhouse who can raise a lot of heirloom variety starter plants.  I expect

shortages of many things. Can you drive a truck?  Not necessarily a big semi on highways, but maybe a big farm needs seasonal

help hauling to local markets or railroads.

In a rural area, you may need several jobs to make ends meet.  However, also plan ahead by starting a sideline business you can

increase over time.  Examples... raise honeybees and expand hives.  You can save money by building or assembling your own

hives and trapping swarms.  Selling eggs.  Start an orchard, vineyard or berries with the intention of letting it mature for later

income.  For deferred income, consider planting cherry or other relatively faster growing trees for lumber.  OutTtting and guide

services... esp. if you have a Tshing boat. If you have a truck and a chainsaw and live in a city--are there a lot of trees

homeowners cut down that need to be hauled away--could be sold as Trewood?  (There is little demand in rural areas and too

many miles to travel, but much opportunity in cities--esp. if wood is dry and you sell in late winter when people run out and are

willing to pay a lot more. What are your hobbies, passions, interests?
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If you have land... A specialty gardening crop.  A pumpkin patch for Halloween?  In Oklahoma, you should be able to grow some

awesome heirloom watermelons.  Choose a unique crop with a market niche.  Avoid crops that are overly labor intensive. Choose

something you can sell a lot of pounds of at a time. What is your skill set?  What can you teach others to do?  Can you make

goods that are now in short supply? Boot makers who make sturdy work boots.  This requires training, experience, appenticeship

and investment in equipment. Can you apprentice to a shoe repair shop owner? Food service jobs are not a good option

nowadays for many reasons.  Still, I will mention a few ideas.  Workers need good cheap food.

People beg for my homemade soups and sandwiches.  For a while, I considered locating near a large factory and offering cheap

homemade meals in a drive-thru format with a limited option of 3 menus, plus extra such as beverages, and commercial items.

 Something as simple as a cup of soup and sandwich.  Real soup, not the canned or reconstituted soups many restaurants use.

 Or baked beans and brown bread with a honey packet.  Foods that are cheap to make in large quantities, hot meals, Tlling.  many

people do well catering from one ozce to the next at break time, offering fruit, pastries, snacks, etc.--amazing how much people

will spend on this convenience.  

A bar stool and take out bags from a restaurant that sells nothing but hamburgers.  Discounts for quantity.  The same plate is

used repeatedly if you want seconds or thirds.  The cook-owner just kips burgers from the grill onto your plate. Anything more

than a bun, catsup, mustard and pickle costs extra.  The secret of success is to get good local beef and have a butcher grind it to

burger. What can you sell or resell online?  Can you get a video following? Do you have access to land where you can forage wild

foods--and a market for them? Can you hem jeans?  Post on college campuses?
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She... If you are willing to hire young persons or trainees, consider contacting local schools for recent grads and also alumni

newsletters.  I am not sure what your healing center specializes in, but try those kinds of schools in your specialty.  Naturopathic,

chiropractic, osteopathic, massage, etc.  Do not be closed minded about standard medicine schools, either--not everyone

supports the vax.  Would you consider supervising interns?  Many medical journals have an advertising section where you can

post ads for employees wanted.  Even local health magazines.

There is also a great untapped labor source among elders. Many have a good work ethic and enjoy working.  However, they are

prevented from doing so by social security concerns.  I Tnd that when we pay cash once a week (no social security number

required) we get plenty of good workers.  In some situations, we pay daily. We pay well, but make it clear that we hire employees

as "private contractors" and they are responsible for their own beneTts and insurance.  We live in an employment "at will" state.

Do you think offering your present employees a bonus for recruiting might help?  Pay out after a new employee performs

satisfactorily for 6 months?  After all, if they help you grow your business, you can afford the added cost.  This will also

encourage your regular employees to train and support new ones.

Not knowing what skills you need, I wonder whether groups that help returning veterans might be helpful. Some employers will

pay tuition.  I have seen this with CNAs and PAs where institutions needed them to upgrade to LPNs and RNs.  This works best

for night school and part time programs where employees already have basic skills to build on.  Can you network with other

specialists?  Perhaps rent them part of your ozce space and integrate them into your health care programs?  This may also

allow you to charge them rent.
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Sue12cross, You are so correct. This has been going for millennia. The rulers always like to divide the peasants into Tghting

groups and this is how they milk us. All this constant Tghting and bickering, while we are getting keeced. It is becoming more

and more clear to me that Trump was a setup. He was needed to create this stark division just prior to the Great Reset. We are

the fools. And now the guy is bragging that he got a booster. They are all in on it.

www.cnbc.com/2021/12/20/trump-says-he-got-covid-booster-shot-tells-fan..
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Wonderful post Almond.  I hope small businesses take note for their on survival as well as others
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Wikileaks has apparently released everything in their Arsenal after Julian Assange has been extradited to the United States. The link is

below, your welcome:  email.mg2.substack.com/c/eJwtkVuL2zAQhX9N9GhkWZbtBz2EtqahdWFbll5ehC5jW..   Please bump this

comment up, so more people will get to see it.
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Thanks Ray for that link. I have saved is, should actually open each one and save separately for when the internet is down
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Unintended consequences of the jabs? These are depopulation jabs. Nothing is unintended here.
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Scary, I don’t think any of it was unintentional. They were very aware of what this would do and should be held accountable for it.
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"The Wrong Bomb Over the Wrong Target at the Wrong Time". When will they stop with their idiotic descriptions of this "vaccine", as if it

came from genuine efforts to develop a vaccine, albeit with gross mistakes... but still well intended? It never was. Can it get any more

obvious that these "vaccines" were NEVER MEANT to be vaccines, but kill shots to cull the human population? They were merely

TAGGED as vaccines to confuse the population. After reading this report, can there be any other interpretation?
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And to make BILLIONS for the medical profession caring for those damaged by this insanity. Apparently the world population

wasn't sick enough for "them" so they decided to help it get there. RESULTS? BILLIONS for doctors, hospitals, funeral directors,

casket makers...gee the list is endless for those who will prosper from this ***. And the head CEO of Pisser claims he will not

take the shot. Well gee, I wonder why? He couldn't spend is millions if he was dead or maimed could he?
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Arnopi1, it would be hard to sugarcoat this with a straight face. It looks like genocide to me.
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Unintentional side effects?  I am starting to wonder.  Look at the list of side effects, who beneTts from them?  Drug companies, when

they sell more drugs to treat the side effects.  Do I really think they are that evil, YES.
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doggiemom My thoughts exactly and have been for over 40 years.
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There's always corruption where there's money. The "treatments-for-proTt" free enterprise medical system the USA has always

had in place was nothing but a giant cancer spreading across all levels of society. However, it was better than nothing until 1984.

That's when when the Reagan Administration deregulated the entire FDA drug approval process. They gave pharmaceuticals the

beneTt of doubt in their data  which allowed them to cook the books to make their drugs look safe and effective with little to no

oversite. Compound that disastrous deregulation move with the FDA's decision to allow pharmaceutics to advertise straight to

the consumer via TV commercials and you have out-of-control CORRUPTION! They are still liable for adverse reactions to

vaccines UNTIL 1986! So it went from bad, to very bad, to EXTREMELY BAD, in what amounts to Reagan's Trst term in ozce! Big

Pharma was still liable for health consequences caused by drugs they made, but that was easy to overcome.

Just RAISE THE PRICE of the drugs! Compound that disaster with the Clinton Administration's requirements for all employers

with more than 50 employees to provide health insurance. This was a win-win for Big Pharma. Not only can they increase the

creation of new drugs by 500+ percent via the deregulations of the Reagan Administration, but now almost everyone has health

insurance by the end of the Clinton Administration and they are all using it to get DRUGS! By this time, Big Pharma is immune to

any potential lawsuits. They are untouchable. That's where we are today. Now we have our own government colluding with Big

Pharma to create UNTESTED/UNLICENSED pharmaceutical products (remdesivir, covid-19 jabs, ect.) knowing the outcome is

going to be massive injuries, disabilities, & death. I'm personally considering selling everything and going to my off-the grid

property. I should not have to pay federal income taxes to a government that does not represent me, but favors illegals crossing

our border.
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I've already addressed that fallacy. Just think for yourself...no need to "wonder" about any of this fraud.
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Who else beneTts?  The medical profession.  Doctors and their staffs (the ones remaining after many are also knocked out by the

adverse effects on the vaxxed)  who will have more patients than they can handle so they can pick and choose those that will

offer the greatest return.   Then there are the hospitals that will be overrun and will also become selective with

admissions...forget treatment unless the condition is highly proTtable.  This situation will continue for years, until enough

population is killed off and the pressure is suzciently relieved.  Will you make it through the long-term crisis?
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At Trst, I was one of the sheep; rejoicing in receiving my Trst Moderna vaccination. After the second Mod. vaccination, and

getting quite ill from it, I was, to put it mildly, somewhat less than thrilled. After the booster vaccination, and getting deathly ill for

over2 days from this 3rd vaccination ( I'm 79, recently widowed, and live alone, except for my 11 dogs ), I've decided to NEVER

get another ' " anti-covid" vaccination;  a 4th vacc. may just kill me !!!!

Certainly not the reason to get a vacc. to "protect" against a disease !!!! On my last routine doctor visit, when I informed my

doctor of my 2 adverse reactions to the vaccinations, she just nodded her head (I guess to acknowledge that she heard me), but

did not say anything!! I thought; what the heck is going on ?? In my lifetime, I'd never had such bad reactions to any other

vaccinations before !!!!    Now, as far as I'm concerned, the only thing these vaccinations prevented : is from me getting any more

covid vaccinations !!!!    A dggiemom too
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reported for years - the Third Leading Cause of Death in America, death by Med's, medical treatments. A "privilege" we pay the most for

in the Western World & get the worst results. Perhaps FraudcI'S goal right along has been to make America #1 for deaths caused by

Med's, medical treatments? Posted the other day with add ons; Word on the street, Fauci has a new treatment for head lice. Shave one

side of your head then soak the other side in gasoline, set it on Tre, then hit the escaping lice with a hammer. Works as long as you or

the Tre don't pass out or die. If you object, please be prepared to be called Anti hammer, Anti science, Anti Fauci. In other words - why

should we be concerned if the "Cure" is worse than the disease - if it works. (A very thin argument for the Jab/s.)

Just how long have we been hitting our heads with the Fauci hammer? 1976 the Swine Flu; with a predicted 1 million deaths, so $135

mill for drummed up 140 million Americans. Death toll? One. Side effects? A really long list. 2005 Bird Flu; World decimation. Up to 150

million deaths predicted. Death toll? 282 Worldwide. from between 2003 & 2009. $7.1 bil spent in the States for this plague protection.

2009 Hong Kong Flu; billions spent for a classic let's change deTnitions so a 'ku' with zero deaths becomes a pandemic & more billions

spent. 2016 Zika; more pandemic scare mongering, billions spent.

2016 Dengue; Just see above, rinse repeat. info from RFKjr Now the greatest Scam ever, Covid-19. Are we ever going to throw away the

bloody hammer & the Gates/Fauci puppet masters along with the support network propping them up? It does no good to rid ourselves

of their inkuences only to have them replaced by more of the same. See the excellent comments about parallel structures & strategies

to build a Trewall between us & the Death Eaters who proclaim, "we need three planets to provide for everyone." First, who exactly is

"WE." Most likely Gates & his circles where more is never enough.
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The only way this will stop is when WE THE PEOPLE stop it. The founding fathers made the 2nd amendment the SECOND

amendment is clearly stated in the words they used when they wrote it.
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Unintended Consequences of mRNA Shots. On the contrary, I think the consequences are entirly intended, and part of the Population

Reduction Agenda.
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It has become that obvious even to anyone with two brain cells they can rub together. Makes me sick that one of my four sons

fell for the propaganda that his woman fed him. His recent insane acts make me wonder if his brain hasn't been damaged right

off the bat.
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Some references to previous adverse events following vaccination: Are the numbers being reported due to the number of vaccinations

being done? Cheng et al (2016),”Post-vaccination myositis and myocarditis in a previously healthy male”, Allergy Asthma Clinical

Immunology, 12,6 Dilber et al (letter) (2003), “Acute Myocarditis Associated WithTetanus Vaccination”, Mayo Clin Proc, 78,

pp1431-1433 Eckart et al (2005), “Comparison of Clinical Presentation of Acute Myocarditis Following Smallpox Vaccination to Acute

Coronary Syndromes in Patients <40 Years of Age”,The American Journal of Cardiology, 95, pp1252-1255 Engler et al (2015),”A

Prospective Study of the Incidence of Myocarditis/Pericarditis and New Onset Cardiac Symptoms following Smallpox and Inkuenza

Vaccination”, PLOS One Helle et al (1978),”Myocardial complications of immunisations”, Annals of Clinical Research, 10,5, pp 280-287

Kim et al (2019),”

Acute fulminant myocarditis following inkuenza vaccination requiring extracorporeal membrane oxygenation”,  Acute and Critical Care,

34, 2, pp165-169 Kuntz et al (2018),” Myocarditis and pericarditis are rare following live viral vaccinations in adults”,  Vaccine, 36,

pp1524–1527 Mantdakis et al (2010), “Thrombocytopenic Purpura after Measles-Mumps-Rubella Vaccination: A Systematic Review of
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Thanks john.collis for the 12 studies showing cardiac symptoms following different kinds of vaccinations. That's impressive.    

~~   Thanks dr Mercola, for pointing out that the Covid vaccins don't prevent infection, because they don't activate the

immuunsystem in the mucus layer in the lungs, which is the way the virus enter our body.  This is exactly what Prof. Sucharit

Bhakdi said in this short video last week. videopress.com/.../NSlZaRtn  .  He is a retired professor of medical microbiology, born
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Bhakdi said in this short video last week. videopress.com/.../NSlZaRtn  .  He is a retired professor of medical microbiology, born

in Washington from Thai diplomats.
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Thanks John.collis for the references!
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This is indeed a very important list. Thnaks, john.collis
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John, here's a study that shows people that get ku vaccines every year are more likely to become type-2 diabetic. It question the

legitimacy of a vaccine that may or may not prevent you from getting the ku, but has a very good chance of making you diabetic

by age 50: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC1114674
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I imagine my life is about to become very lonely. In June 2020 my husband passed away, so I sold up and moved to Qld  to be with my

daughter and her family, never realizing how far down the rabbit hole Australia would fall. I am sincerely frightened of the EUA shots

and have no intention of succumbing to the unrelenting pressure. So now I may not participate in any social activity. I can shop for

groceries but may not do unessential shopping - not even a salon hair cut. A small group of crafting friends meets most Tuesdays,

small enough that on the days I have the energy I can drop in. But that is it. Recently my 12 year old grandson graduated from primary

school. On that day my daughter, son in law and grandson came home with matching band aides.  My granddaughter is only 3 and may

have 2 years of grace. My daughter wanted to keep her job, my son in law hopes to get paid work, and my grandson wants to do some

of the things children his age used to take for granted.
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I really feel for you.  I too am in Queensland and suffering the same things.  I have two sons and family that live in Victoria that I

can't see.  I have a sister in South Australia that I can't visit.  I have a daughter and grandchildren here that think I'm a nutter

because I won't take the jab.  Stay strong, luckily a have a couple of friends that feel the same as me but a lot that can't

understand my stance of "my body, my choice".  Sending strength and love to you.
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Heather March If you start suffering from body aches and pains, headache, chest pain, exhaustion, etc., that will be a sign of you

reacting to your family and the poisons they had injected into them. It has happened to me on two separate occasions. The last

time went on for 3 months. I was at a loss as to my health issues, until I learned that some of my family within my household,

had secretly been inoculated.
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My condolences for the loss of your husband.
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They are tightening the noose more each day - globally!
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Tragic that your family is unaware.  I socialize with friends with the opposite view, I can do it because when they bring up the

topic of 'mRNA shots' my wording, I say nothing.   The more they push, the more I dig my heels in and utterly refuse to engage in

a conversation. I know from past experience that I am being baited to jump in so they can insult me based on propaganda

soundbites.  Won't do it.  Now that I am adept at preserving that boundary, I can interact in ways that allow for companionship.

 There is a chance you can still have the companionship of your family, while sticking to your choice of not allowing your body to

be experimented upon.
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Heartbreaking to read your post.   My condolences for the loss of your husband. It is tragic and horriTc what has happened to

your once great nation.  Stay strong, and I hope you can make it through until enough of the poisonous pigeons come home to

roost.  

I hope your granddaughter escapes, too.  I've become sanguine about my family who have bought into the lie, but am glad they at

least respect my choice.
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The Trst ever case of entire countries "putting all their eggs in one basket." We know how to cure COVID. But COVID-the-disease is not

one illness, it is many and this it requires many cures. We know how to quickly address - cure - exposure to or infection by the

SARS-COV-2 virus - preventing symptomatic COVID cases. We know how to address - cure - symptomatic COVID cases preventing

COVID ARDS. We know how to address - cure - COVID ARDS before it, or the treatment, kills the patient or causes further negative

consequences like COVID-PNEUMONIA or COVID PTSD. We know how to address - cure - COVID-PNEUMONIA. We don't know how to

address - cure any mental disorder, including COVID PTSD because our current deTnition of mental disorder excludes cures.  We are

getting better at each of these COVID element cures.

No cure is perfect. Every case and every patient is different, often different cures are better for different cases.  But instead of studying

cures we are ignoring the cured cases, the cure elements, in favor of a purported "vaccine preventative" that makes no claim to cure any

element of the disease.  This is not just a dangerous decision, it is an ongoing error and unnecessary risk that is resulting in many

injuries and deaths - not just from the vaccines, but also from intentional ignorance of cure, ignorance of the basics of a theory of cure.

To beat COVID we need to study the many cured patients and the many elements of cure they represent.

Our COVID problem is not the physical illness, we can cure those. The problems are the illnesses of mind, fear that produces, supports

and encourages irrational behaviors, illnesses of the spirit that produce failures to rise to the real challenges, and illnesses of the

community that produce denial  of success, denial of cures and cured, and denial of risks, injuries and deaths caused by preventatives

that cannot cure, like vaccines, masks, sanitizing, and social distancing. To your health, Tracy
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Thank you Tracy, you always have good information on how we do not document cures, even when we have a cure. That totally is

the ezcient strategy: Tnd a cure and document it. On your statement about not having cures for mental illnesses, I do believe

there is modern methods that successfully apply techniques that accomplish cures for most mental illnesses and it is nutrition

based. This is off topic here, but while the subject is brought up, here is some interesting reading. And this is just a beginning, as

methylation is a huge subject and other articles exist on how there are cures to mental illness. Please check it out if interested.

www.courtneysnydermd.com/blog/epigenetics-methylation-mthfr-the-brain-..
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Ah, stoneharbor, of course we can cure mental disorders. Their cures are the same as cures for any illness, to address the

present cause. That cause might be nutritional deTciencies, or toxins, or false beliefs, weakness or failure of spirits or of

communities like gaslighting and other physical, mental, spirit or community abuse - whether intentional or not. Curing is not the

problem. Recognizing the cured patient is impossible. Recognizing the cure - more impossible.

There is no deTnition of cured for any mental disorder. On the contrary, if a mental illness - depression is an easily understood

example - can be cured, then it wasn't "real depression disease" because real depression can only be treated, never cured. The

same illogic applies to all mental disorder and their causes. A mental disorder cured by nutrition, by removing toxins or abuse

wasn't a mental disorder, it was malnutrition, poisoning, or abuse. These concepts are explored in this post:

healthicine.org/.../the-only-way-to-cure-depression  To your health, Tracy
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Covid is nothing more than a cold virus. They have been around for millennium. We have millions of viruses in our bodies and we

have a symbiotic relationship with them. Why are we trying to eradicate them? There is only one question that we need to ask

here. In two years (in which time, cold and ku have allegedly totally disappeared), why have so many of us, not only have not died

from this covid monster - but haven't even been sick - not only for a day!
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast: the common cold, eh. But "there is no cure for the common cold" either. Funny or not. Lots of medicines, no cures.

The cure is health for COVID, the common cold and inkuenza. Three cures in one.
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My hope is that we all realize this runaway train has been making stops on our children for three decades, causing  massive death and

destruction right in front of our faces, while the injured and families of dead and injured have been silenced and gaslighted! It’s time to

stand together and call this for what it truly has been for far too long.. a pharmaceutical genocide in the making!
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It all started when the Rockefellers took over the medical schools back at the turn of the last century. They crap canned terrain

theory because after all the new germ theory could make billions for that family of psychopaths. They went from selling snake oil

to a few to selling it to BILLIONS.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right! Forest for the trees. These crimes and corruption against humanity has been going on for a very long time and facilitated

by the MSM owned by these perps to indoctrinate as many living humans as possible...
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Quote: "As noted in a 2020 paper,11 there’s a “pivotal link” between ACE2 deTciency and SARS-CoV-2 infection. People with ACE2

deTciency tend to be more prone to severe COVID-19. The spike protein suppresses ACE2,12 making the deTciency even worse.

According to Seneff, the gene transfer injections essentially do the same thing, and we still don’t know how long the effects last." The

report also mentioned the spike protein produced by your cells after getting the mRNA jabs depletes ACE2.

 There is a way to mitigate these deTciencies. MODERATE exercise increases ACE2. Studies are showing that moderate exercise,

exercise that is 80% or less of maximum capacity, increases ACE2.  This PubMed published study dives into this:

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8520569/#:~:text=High-Intensity%2..  It goes on to explain that prolonged HIIE (High Intensity

Interval Exercise) REDUCES ACE2!!! Reduction of ACE2 is a bad thing. This could explain why nearly all marathon runners have scar

tissue on their hearts and lungs. Most of these people that run their entire life just fall over dead one day. It also mentions a beneTt

from taking antioxidants during exercise to minimize oxidative stress. It points to the fact that most people living sedentary lifestyles,

whether they are obese or thin, have less ACE2 than those who exercise regularly.
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for this info!  I had covid after exposure to vaccinated coworkers in Dec2020 and my chest X-ray showed borderline

enlarged heart!  My heart pounds with minimal exertion, but I have no pain!  Some days are worse than others, but I continue my

daily walks with intermittent light runs, knowing my heart has been effected by Covid 19.   I eat a proper diet, improving as much

as possible and continue mild exercise! Thank you for your post, you read my mind!! I’m a registered respiratory therapist and

know full well the consequences of right heart failure!  I took prophylactic ivermectin, but I should probably take it again!  

Godspeed

🙏
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, the CDC also predicts up to 15,000  deaths per week caused by the inoculation in the coming

weeks.www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/science/forecasting/forecasting-us.h..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeppir, their routine to scare the pants off all the sheeple? Then govts in lockstep trample over recovering economies in their

haste to stamp out spread. All these people understand is the Chinese lockdown and handwashing? You may want to view this

report from Uttar Pradesh in India:  

*** COVID Effectively Eradicated In Population of 241 Million, Only 16% Jabbed, Big Media Silent

www.bitchute.com/.../SAXI5yhrAse9  - looks like with intention and focus, may only take 2 or 3 weeks to put out the Tre for 241

million!!

****And John Campbell in the UK released about a 20 minute run down on new cases in various developed countries, including

South Africa, and he gives a nice review of Omicron symptoms, 1.5 million views and growing! - "Omicron, Cold symptoms":

www.youtube.com/watch
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The  CDC Admits COVID-19 Shots Cause Heart Disease but Won't Stop the Injections - "Does PTzer Now Control the CDC and

FDA?" https://healthimpactnews.com/
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's no different in Canada; or any other country. Let's never forget that they are all reading from the same script. So saith the

demons - so shall it be! Get ready for the January surprise! Rreal; a few months ago, the media was trying to tell us that millions

of people in India were dying from the covid monster. You and I both know that they lie for a living! While trying to speak logically

and rationally to my landlord awhile ago, he asked: "What about India". It wouldn't even matter what response I gave him. He's

already been "body snatched"!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Randy, This massive media indoctrination has gone on for so long, don't know if some are still "recoverable" from their chosen

form of brainwashing.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Cabochon, was listening to more David Martin over the weekend, he is calling this a "giant marketing event" run by Pharma. So

yes, these captive agencies are fairly useless for effective information or protection of the populace. And it goes on - good news

about Davos being postponed due to Omnicron this year! www.bbc.com/.../business-59725423
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Niki217aol.com
Joined On 4/10/2020 3:16:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

15,000 deaths caused by the shot? I don't think they would say that.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

stoneharbor      nowhere does the CDC website state those deaths are caused by inoculation. The manipulative power in the

message is the ambiguity of the language, parsing the words leaving it up to the reader to interpret that those deaths must

be/have been caused by the "unvaccinated".
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gumhill
Joined On 5/7/2014 4:55:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I felt (and still feel) unwell after my shots of PTzer, then I developed head shingles - my doctor didn't think it was related! I really wish I

didn't have the injections, but it was mandated to ky interstate here in Australia. I certainly won't be lining up for the 'booster'.
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lesleybethune
Joined On 10/3/2015 6:30:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, and can you remember, out of the blue in about August (just as the roll out really started in NSW) the federal govt started

advertising shingles symptoms on free-to-air.  Of course, no mention of it being being a side effect of the 'vaccines' and clearly,

I'm sure, the ad was designed to be a red herring so people wouldn't put two and two together and report post-vaccination

shingles on the TGAs website.  When I mentioned this to a retired nurse she told me shingles results from stress (from Covid

lockdowns!) - I told her it was a side effect of the shots and she refused to believe me.
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carolethechiropodist
Joined On 2/1/2012 8:02:47 PM
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For the Trst time ever, I was offered the shingles vaccine....ie chickenpox.  I'm 66.  Got herd immunity as has everybody born prior

to 1966.  I didn't have the shot because some of my patients who have long been cured of dyshidrosis (allergy to a

dermatophyte) report recurrences.   This could be due to the mutation of dimorphic yeasts into fungi or it could be a sensitization

of their immune system to the point of atopy.  (Atopy refers to the genetic tendency to develop allergic diseases such as allergic

rhinitis, asthma and atopic dermatitis (eczema). Atopy is typically associated with heightened immune responses to common

allergens, especially inhaled allergens and food allergens.) I might be tempted to take the Novavax, but it's not legal in Oz yet.
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markuzick
Joined On 3/16/2013 5:05:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Carol: Why would you take a vaccine for something as easily treated - with the use of lysine - as shingles? I've heard that, after 40

or more years from initial exposure to herpes zoster, some peoples' immune system "forgets" how to recognize it; but soon, after

a shingles outbreak, is reacquainted with the virus and good for another 40. The trick is to prevent the damage done by shingles

by early recognition of the symptoms (Before the blisters form.) and aggressive treatment. When it happened to me, there were

red dots in a painful area of skin that looked like they might soon become blisters. I took a couple of grams of lysine every hour

or two that I was awake for 3 days, avoiding all forms of protein containing foods so as to starve the virus of arginine. The dots

and pain began fading within a day and were clear in a few days.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Proof of what causes shingles is found in its cure. Unfortunately, there appears to be no cure for the injections. We might Tnd a

cure for some of its consequences.  Shingles is probably caused by anything that signiTcantly reduces healthiness and the cure

is an improvement in healthiness. Unfortunately, we have many practices of medicine, but none of healthicine.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dosing Vitamin C huge internally and rubbing the powder into blisters does away with shingles...and I'm sure lysine/proline..bone

broths..restore integrity to skin/epithelia and all other connective tissues. The very same essential nutrients required to maintain

vibrant physiology heal as well.
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shingles is easy to cure, it's the body detoxing. I had it three years ago and cured it by reading Dr Mercola's article on it and using

the wonderful comments too. He really needs to get this website back up and fully functioning because I am guessing even more

so now it is the primary care for a lot of people. So here's what I did, there are two main triggers for shingles one is stress (the

usual suspect) you need EFT, there is still the Mercola based one I followed here

www.facebook.com/doctor.health/videos/emotional-freedom-techniques-eft..  - sorry this is either facebook or YT so if anyone

Tnds a better link..

The next is as markuzick has posted, is to balance two amino acids L-arginine and L-lysine - you just need an accurate list of

what foods contain each and avoid those with the former and up those with the latter. This is quite a good one

hsvblog.net/herpes-blog/diet-lifestyle-tips/chart-of-lysine-vs-arginin..  but you need to make sure by comparing and contrasting

a few sites. Then you need raw organic coconut oil - take one tablespoon per day, there are lots of ways you can do this and also

rub some coconut oil on the spots. I got rid of it including the awful pain in 2 days.

I got shingles by stressing myself out over leaving for the Christmas holidays and by having precooked a load of food to make

life easier for all the jobs I had to do before leaving (all of them were high in L-arginine and in order to avoid our usual cooked

breakfast which takes time - we went back to eating porridge (oats high in l-arginine). Shingles is a classic detox problem - there

are loads of doctors and scientists working on how to detox from the vaccine you need to look at the research and see what you

can do. As you have detox symptoms, you may have had just the adjuvants, remember this is a trial, some vials contain saline,

some adjuvants and some the full vaxx. Be positive because this is about fear - BIG HUG
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your "doctor" doesn't "think" at all. He simply follows orders.
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goferal
Joined On 1/16/2018 10:18:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All this without so much as mention of the needle aspiration issue -- WOW!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Judy did her very best to warn all about these injections and the linkage to latent viruses. Talk about one of the original hero's of

humanity who had her life destroyed by the very same perps who are destroying ours now!
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well golly gee...look what gives folks the same symptoms they are claiming "Covid" has...

www.naturalscience.org/news/2021/12/clear-correlation-between-5g-and-c..
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been wondering about this.  Terrible symptoms & no one around me is vaccinated.   And it can quietly be ramped up or

directed wherever there is resistance.
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abe5680
Joined On 3/2/2016 12:36:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, absolutely!  I had this intuition very early on in the pandemic.  So, I searched online for some maps.  I found that 2 countries

had easy-to-Tnd maps for both "covid hotspots" and "5G rollout" - the countries were the UK and the US.  You could literally place

one map over the other and you would have had a hard time spotting ANY differences of note.  In Australia, for example, all the

states that were well-advanced in their 5G rollout had the most severe issues with covid.  

Of course, they're quickly ensuring the rollout continues to eliminate this difference.  So, there are absolutely other factors

involved here, and I would suggest that heavy chemtrailing (and air pollution in general) would also be factors.  Another factor

that I learned from an early Danish study (as you may know, the Danes keep excellent complete and accurate medical records)

that was quickly suppressed - there was an 80% correlation with covid deaths in the elderly where the person had received the

PRIOR year's 'ku' jab.

So, it's heartening to see someone else raise the 5G elephant in the room.  It doesn't surprise me that it was a lion that did it

either!  Thank you. Vitamin D status also, unsurprisingly, was a large factor - and many of the groups that suffered the most with

'covid' were the typical groups that also feature heavily in vitamin D deTciency - people of colour, obese people, and the elderly.

Thank you also to the wonderful Dr Mercola who continues to Tght for what is right and produce great information for his

followers.  I wish happy holidays to Dr Mercola and all the commenters here, and also to Gui, who appears absent (thus far) from

this particular discussion.  It's good to be here again with the sane.
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Ambereyes
Joined On 11/29/2015 1:58:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a fantastic article! It is dizcult to believe in such malevolence... We are indeed living in hard times.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well; you had better believe in it!
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ambereyes, For those of us who have known, for decades or all our lives who runs the show worldwide and who their underlings

are, this comes as no surprise. Welcome to the clan of the woke.
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anlongo
Joined On 1/11/2012 5:36:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Catryna Don,t you think that when our kids witness the mistreatment we may get watching their mother , fathers and

grandfathers being bitten  up would be boldened and react to such cowardly act by putting away their IPODs and come to rescue

with such ferocity that might  impress and convince the authority to back off?
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Ambereyes
Joined On 11/29/2015 1:58:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast and, Catryina, I am not surprised. I have seen a lot in my life. But, I still Tnd it ‘dizcult to believe’ in such malevolence,

and always will. Which doesn’t mean that I don’t believe it or that I don’t accept the fact that it is factual… The situation is pretty

bad… How can such evil go unpunished for so long? Humanity has fought against oppression for thousands of years. The evil of

the past is still haunting us in the present, now with more virulence than ever (pun not intended)… It is so revolting that many

people even refuse to hear our arguments when we try to discuss these issues with them...
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abe5680
Joined On 3/2/2016 12:36:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is sadly only dizcult to believe if you have not been following these folk for 20 years plus.  Once you've been doing that - you

would believe it in a heartbeat.  I've had enough interactions with the type of folk we are describing here to KNOW exactly how

they think, and I can even predict pretty much everything they do.  KNOWING your enemy is a very good idea (so you can stay

ahead of them).  When and if you discover their other heinous crimes, you may begin to understand this in some further depth.

 This evil has been present on our beloved planet for thousands of years, but the good thing is that large numbers of people are

Tnally waking up to it.  Darkness cannot survive the light for long :-)
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twowheelsdown2002
Joined On 10/8/2010 6:19:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Over 20% of my Federal coworkers at DM Air Force base have vaccine injuries! One has hand, and wrist pain so bad he can't sleep. One

coworker said both he, and his wife have numbness of the hands, and forearms, with loss of grip strength. One has painful rashes all

over. 2 have severe tinnitus so bad they miss work. One said his arthritis is much more severe, as is his wife's Tbromyalgia. One was

heading home after their vaccine, when a cold wave went across their chest, and lips and tongue went numb, and their blood pressure

skyrocketed. Another now has his heart racing off and on.

Another told me of his wife's symptoms. I showed him the symptoms of myocarditis, and he exclaimed that she has nearly every one of

them, yet her doctor has no idea what is wrong. I reported these injuries to management, and they ignored me. I am being forced to

retire as I will NEVER get one! I am one of the few that stayed at work as essential, and never used a sick day. I am not obese. I take D,

C, K, Zinc, Quercetin, and NAC, and eat low carb. I worked at the same desk with the Trst person on DM to get covid, and never got a

sni�e even.
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those shots are illegal, immoral, unethical, and a brutal assault on humanity. I feel as if we're all in a nightmare. It is incredible that our

own government can be the ringleader/cheerleader of the assault.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"...it seems inevitable that, long term, the COVID mass injection campaign will result in an avalanche of a wide range of debilitating

chronic illnesses."       And that's exactly the intention.  Literally Create ZOMBIES just like in the old video games.  But this is even more

sinister bc it's INTENTIONAL.   If we continue to let this go on (dangling of the "back to normal" carrot, followed by just more fear

mongering, and then another carrot, and on and on) we WILL be zombies in no time.

 And what I believe is a BIG part of the reset plan, is to *** up kids' minds and bodies so badly (WORLD WIDE) that now they cannot

LEARN or even THINK straight (or freely) enough to FIGHT BACK.  Then it's cake from there.  They will know no differently.  Grew up w/a

mask on.  Grew up in fear.  First thing they felt was the needle, Trst word they learned was vaccine.  Grew up w/parents just sucking off

the government.  Grew up not knowing what real freedom even is.   Grew up w/the brainwasher government's cancel culture curriculum

in school and without the lessons from history.  Grew up with brainwasher media.  ETC!  

So they are in fact doing a VERY good job with their main targets - the younger generations.  AND IDIOT Parents can't line their kids up

fast enough.  STUPID!   OH....and Nor will kids be able to reproduce normally either (thanks again to the parents giving consent like the

kids are in line for a lollipop).  AND i wd bet they will be giving mRNA "vaccines" to infants in NO TIME.  Took less than a year to get the

5 year olds.  

Ripped from the womb for a series of vaccines before mom even SEES that baby. SO. It's up to the elder generations to take action

NOW.   ANYONE who has any power or "say so" within their own industry MUST push back and NOT ACCEPT these LUDICROUS

mandates (ILLEGAL "ORDERS'), ridiculous health passes (code for show me your papers),  almost LAUGHABLE  fear mongering,  the

CONSTANT "vaccine" campaign everywhere you look, or go. It's now or NEVER.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was thinking the other day the massive amounts of dollars the cancer industry will make.... such a corrupt cycle of evil and

greed.  The jabs create $$, the health consequences from them makes $$$... the funeral homes make more $$$......
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Minor correction: Moderna was working on a chemo-replacement with their gene-therapy...when they switched to vaccine

development sometime between 2017 and 2019. Again, we are witnessing a worldwide marketing campaign to develop

consistent income streams for pharma and the NIAID over the next 15 or 20 years. As soon as the rollout slowed, Moderna

announced they were going back to their targeted cancer gene-therapy.
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abe5680
Joined On 3/2/2016 12:36:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only disagreement I have is with those who believe this is purely due to Tnancial considerations - this has MUCH larger aims

than simply money.  Primarily this is a spiritual war.  You can control the types of consciousness able to be held by an individual

once you start seriously tinkering with their DNA.  Your DNA is SO much more than you have been led to believe it is, especially

that part labelled by our science as "junk."  I'll leave this comment there for now, but that's a hint as to what this is REALLY all

about.
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fra1531
Joined On 10/25/2016 8:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I rec'd a letter from my healthcare company indicating that if you take the Jab and plan on getting a mammogram, better wait a couple

of weeks.  Apparently, the Jab can inkame your lymph nodes and cause swelling.  Amongst other things I am sure.  As time goes on, we

gain more knowledge as to the dangers of these Jabs - that list seems to grow daily.  Thanks to Dr. Mercola and Many Others who have

the gall to speak the Truth!
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abe5680
Joined On 3/2/2016 12:36:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't do mammograms - they're pretty useless and only pick up a cancer once it's already been active for around 8 years;

thermography is better.
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I'll get back to the article. First of all; the consequences are NOT "unintended" in any way. The demons know exactly what those shots

are doing to people. First and foremost, it is taking away their "humanity". Remember the patents and genetic manipulation of GMOs?

Now, they are doing the same with humanity! Anyone foolish enough to take the nanobot shot, is now the PROPERTY of the patent

holders. If you don't understand that simple fact and the ramiTcations of this - I have no time to explain! I found this in the local online

media: "The Tfth wave has also sparked a rush for booster shots as the Omicron variant has caused a surge of infections among both

vaccinated and unvaccinated Canadians." Could it be any clearer?

"theprovince.com/news/national/covid-19-cases-surge-as-provinces-scramb..
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anlongo
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Call to seniors to change the course. Who is in a better position, economically and passionately, than seniors to afford this Tght

against tyrannical totalitarian governments? Seniors, it is our duty to protect our children. Despite what you have been told, it is

not the other way around. We put them in this world, they did not ask us to be born; beside, how many more years do we have left

to live? And for a few extra years of unprecedented uncertainty, and being used by government as pawns, we are endangering the

lives of our children  and condemning them to lifelong enslavement? What is the worst that could happen? We could be beaten

up or pay the ultimate sacriTce, but it would all be worth it; it is our duty to defend our children's freedom. WOULD YOU RATHER

SEE YOUR CHILDREN DIE DEFENDING YOU OR WOULD YOU RATHER DIE DEFENDING YOUR CHILDREN? This is a worldwide call

to SENIORS to organize in peaceful protest for the freedom of their children and future generations. SENIORS UNITE
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anlongo Nice thought, but grown children have their own thinking. Even though I raised my children to think in alternative ways

about food, medical treatment and how the world is really run vs what is shown, most have decided to receive the COVID shots

along with their children. I have tried to explain to them for almost 2 years what is truly going on, with videos and research

studies, but they refuse to face these facts. I have stopped discussing this with all of them. They are adults and rightfully make

their own decisions for themselves and their children, as I once did. I am done, it is now in their hands and on their heads.
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Catryna; It doesn't matter how much evidence you present. Their minds have been taken over and they are no longer able to

process such information.
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More info on this subject MUST READ: www.supremecourt.gov/.../12-398_1b7d.pdf

 ~ ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/12/08/covid-19-patent-horrors

 ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/11/14/epigenetics-vaccines-are-delet..   add'l info

www.europereloaded.com/klaus-schwab-and-his-great-fascist-reset/  ~  stateofthenation.co  "The Story of the Committee of

300"
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Thanks for the links, Max.
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Unvaccinated too?  I've read that Omicron is driven by the jabs - if so, then the vaxxed are spreading it
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After reading and listening to all of Dr. Mercola's emails I must Trst say how grateful and thankful we and I should think everyone else

must feel for what he and his colleagues have done and are doing, such wonderful courage and knowledge. If my husband and I lived in

the US we would offer our services as employees or employers.  We have our own business here in the UK with Complementary

Therapy and animal caring and we have not had one person check as to whether we have been vaccinated - amazing!! Very sorry you

are all having so much trouble but at least we all know the truth. Take care and love to everyone on the right side.
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Thank you, Eileenruth!  This is priceless information. I got jj and have been constantly researching for best methods to rid myself of it.

 Is there a particular brand of pine needle tea you recommend?  And are there other protocols that could help those who were vaxed and

desperately regret it?   I hope Dr. Mercola can post more about this, as well. Thank you again.
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Desperately regret getting it? My question to all you people that got the poison jab is WHY did you get it in the Trst place? What

inspired you to allow someone to put an experimental mRNA inoculation substance into you body without researching it FIRST?

Once you get the shot, you are never going to get rid of it completely. You need to go get a D-Dimer test and see what kind of

damage the graphene oxide has done to you thus far. Go to red voice media (stew peters) and do some video research there with

Dr Jane Ruby's video's. She has all kinds of suggestions of things that breaks down graphene oxide. Stew Peters is also on

rumble (if you can deal with their pathetic load problems)
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You need to research the type of pine needle VERY carefully, as some types of pine needle are toxic - the yew pine is one, from

memory, for example.  Have you heard of MMS (Miracle Mineral Solution)?  This is effectively chlorine dioxide (CD), which

causes your body to create oxygen.  This is supposed to be good not only for covid, but for dealing with the fallout from shots

also.  I took this when I visited Sri Lanka, because I don't do shots and they had malaria in some parts of the country I intended to

visit.  My friend and myself both took it, and felt absolutely great the whole time we were there, and even had plenty of energy to

climb a mountain peak!  No ill effects were seen by either of us, and I'm very sensitive also.  There is also a recipe for nature's

version of HCQ (hydoxychloroquine) online that you can easily Tnd if you type it in.  

However, if you can get some ivermectin to add in there, I think that would be a good idea, because they have found parasites in

the shots.  When dealing with pathogens, it is always good to deal with the largest Trst (as each pathogen can harbour other

pathogens), and parasites are at the top of the list.  Any naturopath would tell you that you deal with parasites Trst.  There are

also many natural anti-parasitics.  There are MANY protocols to help clear the rubbish from the jabs - boosting your own

glutathione is also important, which you can do with a supplement, or (my preference) NAC, which is the precursor for

glutathione (which then keeps the onus on YOUR body making the actual glutathione).  There are great protocols around, but

you'll need to go to alternative media, Bitchute and more to Tnd them due to massive censorship in the mainstream places.  Best

wishes for your recovery, and please don't take any more of these jabs - they decimate your innate immune system (the better

part).
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Just say no to anything anyone wants to inject into your body you can handle anything trust in yourself to make the right decisions by

following your heart not your head your heart will know the path but your head will panic, we dont actually need health services (exept

for major operations) as there are many many alternatives such as mercola.com and many alternative medicine sites on the internet do

not trust in the state health services they only want to kill and maime you, i accept that there are many in the state health services that

are innocent nurses doctors etc but the higher ups have been replaced by darker characters who work with an agenda and that agenda

is the total collapse of humankind to a managable few million.

so the short answer is that the state (put your country here) wants you dead and gone, think about that those you put your faith in to

protect and provide for you your family your country and all your needs have silently taken over everything to the point where you rely on

them for everything all the unvaxxed will eventually wear little yellow stars (remember ww2) then they will have the division they want to

be able to put the unvaxxed in camps and all the rest will be compliant druggies waiting for their next vax which they can turn lethal at

any time they choose, for all our sakes wake up people say no encourage friends family even enemies to say enough is enough. JUST

SAY NO. love to all and happy hols to all at this time
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Ah; the voice of reason!
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If the vaccines truly were the only way out of this scamdemic, then they would have been mandated from the very Trst moment they

were available. No "please go get your shots" about it. Those in power would have said unequivocally in December 2020, no emerging

from lockdown until you're jabbed. Full stop. Anyone who can't see that simply doesn't want to.
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That's not the way these people work, unfortunately - they don't call it the "totalitarian TIP-TOE" for nothing.  They want to trick

you into willingly submitting where possible......THEN when the majority have succumbed to the mind control, THEN comes the

hammer for the rest.
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Governments cannot mandate the shots, they gave that to business
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The idea here in Australia  is that if our Government keeps on removing options - including employment - people will submit voluntarily.

  State  governments  have made it clear to employers that employees must be 'vaccinated'. There are a couple of Australian vaccines

which Tt the old deTnition but at least one had to seek crowd funding - as the government would not.   It has committed to purchasing

millions of doses of the EUA shots - enough to inject every man, woman and child several times. I do not feel that unrelenting coercion

= informed consent.
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That's the plan worldwide - they start with COERCION (also illegal under the Nuremberg Code) and THEN move onto force

gradually as the number of "hold-outs" become more manageable in terms of their numbers.  Division is key.
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The Federal Government announced millions in funding for Moderna to build a plant in Australia to provide 100 million +

vaccines.  Proves they have a plan - mandatory vaccination for ALL, and will include combined covid/Flu jabs. Also read that

Australia is setting up our own CDC.  Another part of the Plan.  That is so depressing.  On top of this, after 4 years study to

complete a masters degree, I now have 500 hours practical to Tnish, but must be double vaxxed.  As I will not submit, my career

is over.
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I have no doubt that both the virus itself and the vaccinations are reactivating HHV-1, HHV-3(zoster), HHV-4(EBV), HHV-5(CMV),

HHV-6,7&8.  HHV-5 is known to reactivate in mechanically ventilated patients. A proportion of Long CoViD19 patients have been found

to have HHV-4 reactivation. Personally I suspect that a number of symptoms of CoViD19 are not caused by SARS-CoV-2 in isolation but

are, at least in part, due to reactivated herpes viruses.
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How many adverse reactions to the vaccine are caused by the way the injection is given? Medical professionals are taught to inject

people in a way that the hypodermic is out of the line of site of the patient and to inject the vaccine quickly. “OK you are done next

patient please” This results in the injection not being given into the most optimal site ie. centre mass of the muscle and the vaccine

being injected quickly causes cell damage at the tip of the needle and in some cases the vaccine is pushed into the capillary blood

vessels, not good.!!’ This causes bruising at the injection site and inkammation of blood vessels, with the resulting side effects!!’ How

many people would be spared having to suffer side effects, if the injection was given slowly??? Is it time for medical professionals to

change the way inoculations are given???
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I think that we should stop referring to them as medical "professionals".
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No, it's time they confess that Ivermectin and hydrchloroquine work.  But the jab isn't about making us well...
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Karenkearns07 and others looking to Tnd jobs for the unvaxxed -- have any of you checked out Gab?  It's a free-speech platform

alternative to Facebook.  Join and you'll Tnd everyone who's been kicked off of Twitter or Facebook.  There are several job sites on there

that people have created to form networks and job opportunities for the unvaxxed.  It's a great community on there -- people looking to

form a parallel economy and not give their money to groups that hate us.
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Okay - unintended?  NO.  Time to post a quote (I have others) from one member of the group who purposefully carry out these sorts of

operations: “Once the herd accepts mandatory forcible vaccination, it’s game over! They will accept anything – forcible blood or organ

donation – for the “greater good.” We can genetically modify children and sterilize them – for the “greater good.” Control sheep minds

and you control the herd.  Vaccine makers stand to make billions, and many of you in this room today are investors.  It’s a big win-win!

We thin out the herd and the herd pay us for extermination services.” ~ Dr Henry Kissinger Scientists probably have to refer to these as

"unintended consequences" to be permitted to continue their work.
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we get the gov we deserve. What to learn from this? If somebody in your area defends rights, join him! (or her, sorry I'm used to using

'him' as standard) Whether that be a sheriff, a doctor, an alternative healer, show THEM your support and not just in money! To be able

to Tght a battle (unless they are superheroes) they need to be able to depend on you too! It can be as simple as getting groceries/car

Txed or standing beside them when they get in a Tght, when corrupt polies comes to get them, anything basically.

You get what you put in. If you let those who defend you stand alone, next time it will be your turn. Yes it takes more effort to build a

parallel society but it's also better, but yes, in the begin it's lots of work that doesn't seem worth it, at too high a price etc. Defend those

who defend you, give them your number and be there if needed in emergency at any time. As those are ennoying demands, such

gatherings should be Tnished with a small party/thanksgiving to keep you emotionally motivated.
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Yes, UNITY is key.
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I have heart problems and vertigo issues ever since taking the PHIZER (2) vaccine shots. I 2ad told to get them yet, prior tested over 17

times for COVID & all were negative . Was sibmck recently & ER staff said I had a virus  but - for VIVID  yet was very ill & sent home to

suffer because I was informed  that they couldn't help me. REALLY?
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as I said to a friend: You need to look at history backwards. Then you'll see that there is a clear plan, that all those seemingly unrelated

things all come together towards the same result, the same goal. Now isn't that funny? Planned on periods longer than a human's

lifetime (they are not human or not humans like us at the very least). The shots, the masks, the hand 'sanitizer'... we know from the

beginning that everything they impose, is tainted. As long as they call it 'experimental' (in a way they are) and 'variants' they can keep

experimenting on us and destroying us without any sanction. Worse, those addicted to the system defend it and attack us.

It's not worth losing your sanity or life to defend the crazies who will hunt you and your family down. I go to protests and encourage as

many as possible to go (carpooling) to get the message out. A side beneTt is meeting sane/very interesting people there. Although it's
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not all joy, there is quite some there that help keep your sanity. All sorts of people welcome, not only the ones you see in mainstream

coverage (if any) or personal coverage.

Leave ID & phone at home (unless you are Tlming/streaming) and bring big, easily readable signs so bystanders can read without

getting too close (as some feel uncomfortable) and so they focus on the message, instead of on the fact of whether they like your face

or not. It's just a small part towards the solution but it is important to spread the message. Public opinion is very important in this

battle, it's the main weapon of Big evil. Science alone isn't going to win, they know the science all too well. People without knowledge

love freedom too, we must stay united and cherish good intentions.
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To those who read my post on a NY Bill a416 that I had posted yesterday, take a breath. I contacted my NY State senator and he replied

to me today 

🤙🤙

: This measure doesn't currently have an identical companion bill in the State Senate, without which it can't pass both

houses or be signed into law.   I can't even vote on bills that don't start with the preTx "S".  Bills starting with the preTx "A" are under

consideration in the State Assembly. With that said, A.416 is a terrible bill.  It undermines the very fabric of our democracy and it should

never see the light of day. The moment you start encouraging the forcible removal and detention of “cases, contacts and carriers of

communicable diseases” by order of the Governor is the moment you lose the support of the people you’re elected to serve. You can

count on my strong opposition if a companion bill to A.416 is introduced in the Senate next year. Fred
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nar2745
Joined On 9/13/2021 4:31:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m confused. I read the article about all the thousands of deaths from the shots being reported to VAERS but when I go into the site it

seems not to be true! Are there any straight answers ANYWHERE?
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J45p3r
Joined On 12/14/2006 3:08:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One aspect rarely discussed is the timing of this atrocity. The planet is moving into the next Grand Solar Minimum, which will have a

great impact on agriculture, and hence mass starvation. A hungry mob would be dizcult to control, so they are culling the population by

stealth.

It's all for the 'greater good', theirs not ours.
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DebraC043
Joined On 1/25/2019 7:47:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One thing I have heard is that they can cause is blood clots, AND I believe I have one! Thankfully it seems to be permanently "lodged" in

a varicose vein in my lower right leg. The earliest I could get in to see my Dr. is. . . .February 2nd! ! ! Here is hoping it stays put! ! ! No

Christmas parties for me! ! ! !
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abe5680
Joined On 3/2/2016 12:36:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please don't even think about boarding an aircraft in the meantime.  Most of the blood clots you hear about are those large

enough to be picked up on MRI or CT scan; there are also micro-clots.  People taking the jab (although PLEASE DON"T) should be

having a D-Dimer test 4 to 7 days post jab to see if they have any new clots - micro or otherwise.  One doctor started using this

test and discovered (as at last time I checked in) that 62% of his jabbed patients tested positive for new clots.  At least if you Tnd

out early, you can do something about it.
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recannon7
Joined On 7/31/2012 7:07:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The more I read about this mess, the more convinced I become that these outcomes were not "Unintended"!
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unintended consequences?  Surely you jest.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We do have one hope.... the sheriffs around the country are sworn to defend our constitutional rights.  I know mine take that seriously

as they say so.... Tnd out if yours are.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.osha.gov/.../ets2  and www.osha.gov/.../11042021  https/.../watch  ?v=2CAWhY_Azmw
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Notmyarm.com
Joined On 1/17/2021 10:16:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another great article reposted at notmyarm.com/.../mercola-com-articles
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very good info - go to time 2:16:00 thru 2:26:00 - www.youtube.com/watch  -
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is not about protecting you or your health - it's about total control by the few

www.dailyveracity.com/2021/12/17/the-shadowy-cia-data-Trms-behind-the..
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I got shingles while I had covid, so this isn't surprising. I just read that Greece, Germany and Israel are Tning people 100 euros a month

for not staying up to date on their boosters.  I believe this pandemic is all about the fact that our governments are going broke.  And

Medicare,  Medicaid are the main reasons.  Biden wants to spend trillions... so we go broke sooner (and the new concepts in his

proposal are just what they want in the new world).... martial law will be declared and then Biden will declare an emergency and we

won't be "able" to have elections... ever again.   War?  Now or never...
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Darkhorse1100
Joined On 12/20/2021 10:48:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When prion disease is mentioned, I am inherently curious about its relativity to BSE and contamination. As with BSE,it requires

consumption of the infected matter such as the brain and spinal column and generally then in a host that has reached a certain

age(over 36 months) Would humans that develop these folded prion like diseases,probably similar to variant JCD,be able to ONLY infect

mainly via the traditional routes such as blood transfusions? It causes concern when genes and viruses are tampered with via genetic

modiTcation, that there is the distinct possibility of opening up pathways of transmission that were not possible beforehand. Human

arrogance is a fatal kaw of which I am the most terriTed of.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/12/kachelman-stark-warning-national-cala..

 ~ www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/12/joe-biden-announce-new-measures-comba..  Everyone needs to be prepared for the possibility

of the CDC and current admin issuing a quarantine order under 42 USC Part 70

ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=bdc5f4e1e3307d76ebc660a2ffc91540&mc=t..
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WCO4046
Joined On 7/8/2019 12:00:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

UNINTENDED???........interesting, since impression is given , by their own words/actions, and disregard for the SCIENCE, would seem to

back up that all mistakes and accidental....they are scientists and extremely adept and extremely intelligent...as far as I can determine,

they already aware and know quite thoroughly what they are doing....never let go of BIOWEAPON, and genetic experimental therapy

foundations...reminds me of a song....."end of the innocence"
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So the unjabbed will not be permitted anywhere but the jabbed will be dying off and getting ill over the next couple of years so what

customers will any businesses have left?.. Although I suppose that is the further death blow to small business I am so glad that I, and

ALL of us have the ability to instantly recognize evil & deception...truly a gift from God.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"the further death blow to small business".... a intended consequence !  You don't need anything you can't get by mail from

Amazon... our dear leader.
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FewThereBe
Joined On 10/12/2021 11:44:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"...the many possible unintended consequences of the mRNA gene transfer technologies..." Change "unintended" to "intended" and you'll

have it.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I viewed a video clip the other day of how many years it would take to manufacture billions of jabs, 32 years for every person on earth at

one every second.  So although they haven't jabbed everyone on earth, to have the few billion that have taken the jab, it would have

taken many years to have them ready which means these bioweapons have been ready and waiting.   Of course WE KNOW this but this

simple fact should make even the deepest COVID cult member to scratch their heads and question...THINK....!  but.... crickets....
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes isn't it funny how billions of these viles were ready and able to be made and distributed to the Far Corners of the World so

quickly! They even had the means to make sure all of the Aborigines could be vaccinated, all within less than a year!
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

oh my.... good point !!!  Even if there were many labs making these, they've been working on this for years....
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RJKPLK4144
Joined On 8/20/2021 5:39:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Big 47846, a math error exists. If reporting is 1% of the true amount, then one wouldn't multiply by 99%, but by a factor of 100; i.e.,

multiplying by 99 (no % involved) would be an improvement but the correct actual number would be 100 times the quantity reported.
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The short of the story....POISON YOURSELF or have someone do it for you and you will suffer consequences as adverse as DEATH. With

all of the information that has been made available about the predatory medical profession starting in the 80's for me with MURDER BY

INJECTION, The Story of the Medical Conspiracy Against America by Eustice Mullins, you would think that people would have Tgured it

out by NOW. I REFUSED to have any of my children vaccinated after reading that expose of the psychopaths in control of the medical

profession. It begins right within the schools that the unsuspecting students are indoctrinated into genocidal techniques of murder!
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highseaspirate
Joined On 11/27/2021 12:11:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Eugenicist and "unintended consequences" don't compute. It's like saying the *** did not intend to commit the Holocaust. There's a

video on YT called The Fallen of World War II. It mnetions the "explosion" of the human population during the so-called "Long Peace".

This is simply a new way to "cull the herd". Cut out "the weakness". Eliminate disease by killing everyone that has genetic predisposal to

disease. It's for the "greater good".
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need a purge for the greater good of the psychopathic control freaks behind this insanity.  Starting with Bill Gates and

Anthony Fauci. Mark Zuckerturd made the list for sure. Along with Bozo and Dorky.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@"Lion" "We need a purge for the greater good of the psychopathic control freaks behind this insanity." Don't forget past

presidential wannabe, Mike Bloomberg.   www.mikebloomberg.com/covid-19-response
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Life is duality. If you accept that premise, you are either part of the solution or part of the problem. “It has been said that for evil men to

accomplish their purpose it is only necessary that good men should do nothing.”  Per the Quotation Investigator – Reverend Charles F.

Aked.   Don't be that man or woman who does nothing.   Don’t accept the “The “Pseudo-Reality of the Bamboozle" that’s perpetuated by

their; gaslighting, narrative, gatekeepers (censorship), and algorithm.  You must “stand and Tght” for the truth.  Don’t “knell (get the jab)

and submit.”  “Dedicating oneself to a great cause, taking responsibility and gaining self-knowledge is the essence of being human.”  

source unknown
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The founding fathers made the 2nd amendment the SECOND amendment for the very reason as to what is going to right now in

this country. 1776 coming again.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read that Gates and Xi Jinping are the second and third most admired men in the world.  I felt very discouraged about humanity

after seeing that.
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sio6474,  That is exactly how they get us to believe their BS!  False advertisement!  We all need to understand the level of

deception that has raged against humanity since the days of Edward Bernays, the king of “public relations!” The level of research

into mind control is exactly why we are facing this scamdemic right now!
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If these pharmaceutical companies were really in this 'vaccine' business to help people, they'd at least switch to a less damaging spike

protein in their 'vaccines'.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is absolutely NO reason to use ANY vaccines for ANY condition, especially using "spike proteins" for ANY reason. There is

evidence that "they" have been putting graphene oxide and other experimental poisons in so called vaccines for over 100 years.

The things that "white hat" doctors and scientists are Tnding in ALL of the so called "covid vaccines" are technologies that they

have never seen before, and are Tnding more every day. Look at what has happened to the children over the last 60 years with the

progression of more and more vaccines! Autism has been directly linked to childhood vaccinations! I was born in the 50's and

had NO vaccines and never got sick.
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WCO4046
Joined On 7/8/2019 12:00:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

no such thing as less damaging spike proteins.....abstinence works 100% of the time....
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If they wanted to help people they would confess that Ivermectin and hydrcloroquine work....
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't forget the use of Polysorbate 80 and PEG in some of these COVID jabs. Although, the COVID jabs are not the Trst "vaccine" to use

Tween 80, it is still something to be aware of as many of us suffer chest and intense body pain from ingestion of either of these two

and I can only imagine the consequences of being injected with them.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think cottage cheese contains this. It has made my chest hurt when I have eaten it
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tallulah3; I'm willing to bet the the Trst ingredient in your "cottage cheese", unless it's organic, is "ModiTed" milk ingredients.

Carcinogens are ubiquitous in the GMO "food" supply. How many times have I said: "Sick people are proTtable people?
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

tallulah3 Similar happened to me. Several years ago my daughter brought home a new brand of cream, I had never seen before. I

used it in my coffee and within a day or so, I was in bed with terrible muscle and joint pain. Within a week I was having severe

chest pain. Once I realized the only thing that had changed in my life was this new brand of cream, I checked the ingredients,

found Tween 80, researched it and discovered it was what was causing my pain issues. I immediately threw the stuff in the trash,

started detoxing and recovered within a couple of days. Makes you wonder as to why there are so many heart issues in people

getting shot up.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I feel so much better if I leave dairy out of my diet. I also recently started taking melatonin and it makes me so sick. I stopped

taking it.  I have to be so careful with everything I consume
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

tallulah3, I so agree with you, especially with the common commercial dairy. I have tried to stick with raw dairy for over 50 years

and it has never let me down.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Catryna I need to Tnd a good dairy farmer
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WCO4046
Joined On 7/8/2019 12:00:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

that not the worst  of the coctail/kool-aide (s).....there are far worse..different companies have their own ingredients in their own

jabs...and now you can "mix n match" if you want to they ACTUALLY GIVE YOU A "CHOICE"  ...here are just a FEW at random, that

have come across in the descriptions listed on labels...(from way back when Trst posted)....the formulas were patented, so cant

believe there are any changes...polyethelene glycol(anti-freeze) .....hexane.....HIV/AIDS component, SM102(simian monkey

SM????) "luciferase" enzyme...wetc etc...throw enough "junk" in a mix, and can really create some havoc, BEYOND the spike

proteins.....
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One factor in adverse reactions reporting, especially with the younger people could be peer pressure. If your friends all get vaccinated

and it's the thing to do and they act like it's no big deal you might not say something if you feel a little "different."
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

swabiengmail.com Peer pressure certainly is a big factor in most things. I have seen it within my friends and family. I am proud

to say that I am what I refer to as a "stand alone" person. It can often be an uncomfortable place to be, but it has always proved to

be of beneTt to me, not to be conned into jumping off a bridge just because everyone else does. I have held this position since

age 9 and it has made me into a pillar of strength when the going gets tough.

I learned long ago to recognise the different means of coercion and to laugh in the face of it and those who use such devious

means of abuse. Once you recognise this and also that "personal opinion" is just that; personal or private; no one's personal

opinion can have any effect on you unless you allow it to, because what they think if of no consequence. I have brought a lot of

frustration on most of my friends and family, including husband and children, but I don't care because I am correct in my outlook

and their outlook, on my behalf, is incorrect. I also don't base my decision on emotion or close bond to any individual.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Looks like there may be a lot of unvaccinated caregivers in the coming years, unless they start strapping us down! Not terribly unlikely

considering the trajectory thus far! They say that during Public Health emergencies such as this everything must be done for the public

good! Going on two years now. Sigh.
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Bigcetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My nephew, Tom Cean won two Olympic Golds for swimming. Late 2020 he had ,ild covid, Early 2021, quite severe, but of course was

vaccinated along with the needs of travelling elite athletes. He has been in Abu Dhabi waiting for the world short course

championships. His room mate was tested positive, to Tom had to be sent home. This one example proves how ridiculous the protocols

are..but also the mind game manipulation. " If its good enough for a national hero, its good enough for you"
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Freedomofchoice1
Joined On 10/2/2012 12:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read in horror the summery of what is now known and conTrmed and ask is there anything people can take or do to reduce the harm

done… as I know a few people that felt that they had to submit to keep their job.. families with Tnancial commitments, Natural Health

Practitioners and teachers here in Australia were mandatory to get the jabs or else,… lose their jobs, at a recent rally there were many of

the attendees who put their hand up for either having lost their job OR will be loosing within the month.. so here in another once upon a

time “FREE” country Australian state premiers and business leaders have been pressuring… coercing the residents, employees they are

supposed to look after, and the employers also saying no jab no job…

like Qantas Airlines… their CEO also declared all staff must be double vaxxed, and ALL international travelers too…whilst we continue to

have massive freedom rally’s all over the continent of Australia, I am disheartened with the non response from those in power… as the

smallest state of Australia Island state of Tasmania has now opened its state borders to all of Australia, and has allegedly shown the

Trst under 10 “cases “of the new variant.. Omni CON …. And now the State Premier has decided that everybody over 12 has to wear a

useless face mask everywhere in indoor settings shopping centers, ozces, publ transport and the like… OR else.. receive hefty Tnes!

And this could go on for several months.. well Happy Christmas  they are even suggesting to move the Christmas  celebrations

outdoors… ??( It is summer here)  What can one tell friends that have been coerced to taking this jab to reduce the damage..?and OR to

stay as healthy as possible for as long as possible…. Any suggestion greatfully accepted.
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cakesjean
Joined On 9/10/2008 1:03:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A similar problem is facing many here in Germany.  People who adamantly said "my body, my decision", medical staff, nurses,

carers, cleaning and kitchen staff in homes and institutions are being forced to take the jab, or no job. Next year the law

enforcing this, will be introduced. The political speech, resonated by mainstream media, is becoming "nasty", like in the 2nd

world war. The question "How can I protect myself from long-term injuries and side effects?" will, no doubt, be going through

their minds.
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eileenruth
Joined On 3/7/2021 1:40:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a native Canadian, now living in Switzerland, I really feel for all of you in Australia, Canada and NZ..what is happening in those

countries, as well as many here in Europe, is nothing short of insanity. I believe Dr. Judy Mikovits, PhD has a protocol that

attempts to mitigate the negative effects of the toxic shots. Pine needle tea is one thing to take. I think some of the health

professionals Dr. Mercola mentioned have also got some protocols..have a look at their websites and interviews around the topic

of antidotes. Pass on what you Tnd out. A lot of people will need this information. I am so glad I held my ground and rejected the

shots, but I do sympathise with those who had their choice taken from them by force.

prepareforchange.net/2021/11/19/exclusive-dr-judy-mikovits-antidote-fo..
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eileenruth
Joined On 3/7/2021 1:40:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Freedom of Choice 1: Hope this helps: Interviewer Jason Shurka: Do you know of any way, to heal oneself from the injuries

from the current injection? Are you aware of anything? Dr.Judy Mikovits: There’s an antidote. Because these people wouldn’t be

injecting people unless they knew the answer. SURAMIN [ S-U-R-A-M-I-N]. This is the most important antidote. It’s 100-year-old

essential medicine, WHO (World Health Organization) essential medicine for African Sleeping Sickness. You can inoculate the

tiniest amount of Suramin, and reverse Autism.

The antidote is called Suramin. Suramin is found in many forests around the world in Pine needles. Suramin is an extract of Pine

needle oil. It comes in a synthetic pharmaceutical concentrate which can be injected into your body in case of emergencies or

you can simply extract Pine oil through distillation. Even better, you can ingest Suramin simply by drinking Pine needle

tea.Suramin has inhibitory effects against components of coagulation (clotting) cascade and against the inappropriate

replication and modiTcation of RNA and DNA.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Read my post above. Exercise, loose weight, and take antioxidant's.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's what coercion is all about; do 'this', or you can't do 'that'. If I can't do 'that'; then I will just Tnd something else to do! I will

NEVER fall for their global con.
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Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Apple pectin.  I heard this from a doctor on the series "Covid Revealed"... which is an incredible series, all scientists and doctors.
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pbishop1234
Joined On 10/2/2008 6:05:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have had a cousin that after receiving both jabs got Covid and now has had a hemorrhagic stroke, otherwise quite healthy at 68. Also

my daughter-in-law sister after having one jab and nearly dying from it, got Covid, and now is having severe seizures, so bad that she

can’t even talk because they trigger the seizures. Do you think both of these issues could be related to the jab?
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

pbishop1234 Most certainly. I have a cousin and an aunt who died shortly after receiving PTzer shots. My cousin from a heart

attack and my aunt developed DVT in her leg followed by a stroke, the day after her second shot.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

That’s so sad. I’m sorry for your loss
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MaMaRe
Joined On 2/4/2019 9:58:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yes
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I had a friend, 85 in good health, who told me he was getting his booster the next day.... a couple weeks later he is in the obituary

list as dying from "complications of covid-19".  maybe they forgot one word .... "vaccine"...
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tubocola
Joined On 12/14/2013 1:06:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where can one Tnd the actual ingredients of the PTzer vac??
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Otorongo
Joined On 4/16/2008 12:33:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, Thank you for this detailed article. Would you please address the risks and solutions for those of us who are Not jabbed

and have family, friends, and interact with people in public places that are.This whole thing about them being super spreaders of

something and I don't mean covid??? What are they shedding, graphine oxide, spike proteins???? I have heard that they can spread

through their skin. I do not choose to get the jab second hand. Hence, am more concerned about being near those that have taken the

jab than getting a cold or ku, which is all this fake virus is. It has never been identiTed . the test doesn't test for it, and the vaccine is not

a vaccine. It's a kill shot!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 3:08:00 AM
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It has been identiTed.... it has "Dr. Fauci's Tnger prints all over it".  It has AIDS, HIV, shingles, ebola and more in it, it is synthetic.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 12:36:20 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

arnopi1
Joined On 6/3/2021 8:29:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Judy says the virus was isolated. She said it's a lab virus. Dr. Kaufmann says there are no viruses at all, questioning the entire

germ theory. What are laymen supposed to make of this?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 7:35:07 PM
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The real history of WWI is found in James Corbett's The WWI Conspiracy.  www.corbettreport.com/wwi  Our confusion about what

happened is due to "the wool that has been pulled over our eyes to stop us from seeing what WWI really was."

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 9:51:24 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes covid has the quality of manufacturing consent all over it. Even more so then the stupid Wars because you only have to

appeal to a certain type of person for that, where this is for everybody.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 10:38:54 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

pienbosch
Joined On 3/23/2011 6:33:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Question?  Does anybody know what is happening to our blood supply . what is transferred in the donated blood , will you automatically

get spike proteins from a vaccinated donor?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 6:22:33 AM
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I donate WHOLE blood as much as (and no more than) 6 times a year (the 56 day/8 week rule), to one of two blood bank

agencies in NM or AZ. Recently the routine questionnaire now asks if one has been vaxxed for Covid, which I always truthfully

answer, "NO". So far, that has not been held against me, and the bloodbanks never explain why, perhaps wanting to keep a low

proTle in this Covid controversy knowing that they might be out of line (???), with all this Fauci BS.

www.redcrossblood.org/donate-blood/how-to-donate/eligibility-requireme..  (AZ)  ~~

www.vitalant.org/blood-donation-requirements  (formerly UBS in NM)   ~~~  

jeffreydachmd.com/2013/04/donating-blood-prevents-heart-disease/

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 6:59:39 AM
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

pbishop1234 My thoughts for a long time. Just another reason to stay away from blood transfusions. It is a dirty business and

highly dangerous with its transference of reactions and disease. We can now look back on blood letting and realize what a

mistake that was and cause of death, especially in women who had just given birth. Someday, we will look back and realize the

same with blood transfusions and its ability to transfer disease as it did with hemophiliac children developing HIV from tainted

blood back in the 80's and 90's. Modern medicine is not so modern. It is based more, than we realize, on superstitious ideas that

are antiquated from the 18th and 19th centuries and also controlled by the Rockefeller empire for the past 100+ years.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 7:15:26 AM
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perhaps this will set your mind at ease...maybe??? onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../j.1751-2824.2009.01275.x    ~~

 www.pulse.ng/communities/religion/religion-vs-science-what-christianit..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 7:22:39 AM
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can 'donate' your own blood to yourself. If you're going into elective surgery, ahead of time, you can have a pint of blood

drawn for your use, if needed. Then if you don't use it, it will be used for someone else. Also, an unvaxxed family member/friend

with the same blood type could donate at the time of an emergency.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 7:47:31 AM
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s.schummeroutlook.com
Joined On 11/16/2020 5:48:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, all this vax resistance may lead to insurrection against government ozcials as well as scum like Fauci/Gates/etc., This is

an international problem. In the U.S. We must sanitize the White House and purge the FBI. Not an easy task!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 9:22:45 AM
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abe5680
Joined On 3/2/2016 12:36:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Problem is that's exactly what they want - and they are preparing for it - so, we need to be smart, not violent (if possible).

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/21/2021 12:22:08 AM
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all3559
Joined On 8/31/2013 6:02:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do ACE2 inhibitors such as Lisinopril put a person at greater risk for Covid or it's side effects ?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 7:42:35 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The studies I read are all inconclusive. Common sense would suggest that YES they do increase the chances of Covis-19

infection. In the studies I read the data suggested about a 20% increase in Covid-19 infection for those taking ACE2 inhibitors

(ACE2I). They went on to say that these people were older in age and had hypertension. I’m like, no $h!t Sherlock! So they

“corrected” for age and hypertension and that made the numbers BETTER for anyone taking ACE2I’s. As with most studies, “more

research is needed”….. I would strongly advise doing moderate HIIT and IF to lower blood pressure, assuming that’s the reason

for taking the meds. Foods lower in omega-6 fatty acids and higher in omega-3’s do a lot to lower BP. Omega-6’s are extremely

high in all your processed foods, seeds, grains, and vegetable oils.

Another source of inkammation that can cause blood pressure to rise is toxic lectins. Lectins are plant proteins that like to attach

to mucus membranes. They have an affection for any mucus layer. It’s why RA patients do better on a gluten-free diet. The WGA

Lectin (aka: gluten) is one of the worst out there and is all around us due to the abundance of wheat in all our foods. GMO wheat

that has been treated with glyphosate has been shown to have as much as 100 times more WGA and it varies. A diet full of Green

leafy veggies and seafoods like Alaskan Salmon will do more to lower blood pressure than ACE2I’s and will help reduce the

damage from covid-19 and the jabs. You get the added beneTt of bioavailable Vit-D when you eat salmon. Eating 4 ounces of

Salmon 3 times a week will raise most people’s Vit-D more than taking supplements every day.
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bet6559
Joined On 6/24/2019 1:44:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola's articles are excellent, grounded in real science and didactic. I would like him to do a retrospective on Coronavac and its

adverse effects.
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Karenc0
Joined On 7/6/2015 12:49:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Would anybody know (and I know this might be too much information) if the male adult is vaccinated (PTzer) and the female adult isn't

could the sperm be making the female unwell?
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

... only if she wasn't wearing graphene-proof safety glasses. www.self.com/.../semen-in-eye   Early toxicity of graphene oxide on

sperm December 19th, 2021 www.bitchute.com/.../NVBpWs8CAy1M
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe the original trials for the 'vaccine' told participants they shouldn't have sex for six weeks after the vax. There's also

general shedding for at least two weeks that can affect other people.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

KarenO, It has been documented to doing just that. Or, the female just being in close contact. Some who know the damage that

can be caused have stated that those who remain inoculated should not ever have sex with those who have been inoculated.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good question!
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starstuff
Joined On 12/20/2021 8:57:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes. I’m sorry you’re dealing with the aftermath. It’s incredibly scary and stressful. What’s your experience, Karenc0?

Despite taking major precautions after my partner vaccinated—my intuition said “no kuid exchange!”—life and love happen.

Instant coagulation with both our secretions mixed, followed with lower abdominal pain, and then 5 weeks of aching kidneys.

And two weeks post-coitus, a clots-only period. My secretions and cycles have *always* been kuid and normal. Additionally, my

lymph glands swelled each time we exchanged saliva. No bueno.

I suspect spike protein transfer. It is, after all, responsible for coagulation. Early on, researchers found that men who had

recovered from severe covid had spike protein in their emissions many months after recovery, begging the question: can it be

sexually transmitted?  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8112744

What my OB/GYN, DO, and LAC are seeing: many women coming out of menopause, both w and w/out the vx; other unv women

with exactly the same experience as mine (intimate w vx partner); many young healthy women‘s cycles entirely stopped. I have

friends in all of these affected groups.

Despite reaching out to researchers studying male fertility and spike protein, there’s yet no *ozcial* info on whether it impacts

women’s ability to maintain pregnancy short- or long-term. It seems obvious that sterility is part of the goal here, so who knows.

A PTzer study out if Japan shows accumulation of spike protein in the ovaries. (See page 13)

www.naturalnews.com/Tles/PTzer-bio-distribution-conTdential-documen..

Conveniently: the average time to make sperm is 74 days. This study was done 74 days after the second vx. And “only” a quarter

of men experienced a decline in sperm count. I’d love to see it another two months out! Oops, but that wouldn’t sell more vx,

would it?

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8446925
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes!  I've been informed about exactly that situation.  Her husband got the ****, and he didn't tell her.  She got sick, and then she

found out by asking her husband.
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esecallum
Joined On 6/10/2020 3:54:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If I immediately hold a battery operated Plasma Ball next to the mandated vaccine injection site will it neutralize the mandated vaccine

ultrasonic cavitation, plasma ball, tens unit, high voltage sparks from a gas igniter, extreme heating of the region using  a hair dryer ,

using a vacuum to suck the liquid out , using ozone bagging for trans dermal ozone to oxidize it, vit d3 , ivor, high frequency electric and

magnetic Telds, using localized x rays beam and sucking the thing out by your spouse after insertion or syringe just like in the movies.

sucking it and spitting although some women like to swallow.
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esecallum
Joined On 6/10/2020 3:54:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THE GOVERNMENT IS FORCING ME TO GET MANDATED JAB. CAN I USE A BATTERY OPERATED PLASMA BALL TO DISABLE THE VAX

BY HOLDING IT NEXT TO MY ARM IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE JAB SO I CAN GET MY VAX PASSPORT. I HEAR PLASMA BALLS

GENERATE A LOT OF STRONG EM FIELDS WHICH CAN DESTROY THE FRAGILE VACCINE EVEN AFTER INSERTION. I work with a lab

doing tests. We have data and FOI's that state the following.  You were told 4700 died of cku in one particular area. When asked for the

actual number who died of covid alone that weren't end of life, didn't have late stage cancer, severe respiratory illness and or heart

disease, the actual number is 6. 6. Let that sink in. This was contributed on another video you made and I really do think we should look

at getting this put out there at every opportunity - so here we are.
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Kickie1977
Joined On 10/13/2011 11:57:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One word needs changed.  They were not UNINTENDED BUT INTENDED.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This morning I was angry, I cried and I felt helpless. There for all to see in the company email TWO parents (people I work with) were

taking their precious children to be injected with a biological gene altering, immune destroying biological weapon. They were SO proud!

 They can not read the literature on it, or know what is in it for so long they will likely be deceased and their children before them.  They

seem to have waived thier legal  informed consent. I TRIED to wake a parent up a while back - I was told in polite but blunt  terms to

mind my own  business.  I CURSE FALSI - Gatez and ANYONE  who has done this to people.  

The data is out there - undercounted but overkowing in VAERS alone."I didn't know" or "I was following orders"  should get them hanged,

just as at Nuremberg in 1946-1947.   I  have tried to get people to read Bobby's book - they say there is nothing we can do....  The devil-

beelezebub, the ultimate liar has been unleashed - and people believe the lies.  GOD help them please. I pray for them. There eyes have

been plucked and their ears Tlled with wax.   I just feel so horribly sad and frustrated and miserable today. God  help  them.
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Brenda73
Joined On 6/11/2015 8:57:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know of 2 mothers who I considered as friends who are taking their 10 yrs old daughters to get vaccinated. When I heard the

news, I cried for their daughters!  I explained to my 10 yrs old the reasons why she will not take this bio weapon shot.  If it means

no more activities like we did before COVID, then so be it!  I'd rather have all my daughter's healthy than them suffering from

some adverse reaction to this poisonous shot!
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It really is Trump voters who don't support the vax, as in last night's rally Trump said he got the vax booster and he promotes everyone

getting it ~~~ and the crowd booed him !!   Great news... we will survive!!!
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WCO4046
Joined On 7/8/2019 12:00:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

if thats the case,since dont even watch any of that stuff, he pretty much signed off on being elected to the presidency, 2024. The

people have had about enough of ALL things COVID, ... the party will Tnd someone else in the end or suffer a major defeat....
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trump is really a goofball. My trust in him is slipping a lot.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 5:40:31 PM
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St.Marthasgirl
Joined On 11/2/2011 3:54:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone have any information on what this might do to newborn babies whose mothers had the jab while pregnant? My niece did

this and her baby is having problems that I am wondering might be a side effect.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 10:48:22 AM
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My niece also got the jab while pregnant... she had a premature baby - by a couple months.  The baby lived in a incubator for

months, and now is at home... mother is nursing.  The kid looks Tne in photos and they tell me he is Tne/normal.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 11:34:11 AM
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jst5464
Joined On 5/17/2016 11:43:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If this so called virus was manufactured in a lab, shouldn't they be looking at some sort of antidote?  I may be way off, but it makes

sense.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 10:25:34 AM
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

if they wanted to "cure" this so-called virus they would make Ivermectin & hydrachloroquine FREE and over the counter!!!!

 Instead, they ban it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 12:12:54 PM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Freedom of Information Act reveals Fauci's attacks.  www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cv8uN6j4HQ&list=RDCMUC3M7l8ved_rYQ45AVzS0..

  A far lefty who has broken through the Mass Psychosis. Maybe when far left & far right, conservatives realize the same things the

captured slim so-called middle will lose their grip & nonsense policies. If Jimmy can get on board with the message of Mass Formation,

(he, does, just not in a complete way,) & if those who strongly identify as the Right can realize a way forward, can work together by

addressing things in a positive way with positive things the power held over all evaporates. Any differences become minor or at least

much more minor and healthier outcomes are available for all.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 9:31:03 AM
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kvelky2204
Joined On 12/20/2021 9:23:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

After receiving the Covid shots does it ever totally leave your body?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 9:25:21 AM
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schaplin
Joined On 10/1/2010 12:25:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For anyone trying to get exemption for the jab legally, I would highly recommend watching this video.  "Ridiculous Questions Employers

are Asking about Religious Exemptions -- Peggy to the Rescue".  Peggy has been suing companies for illegally trying to deny employees

religious exemption....and she's winning!  www.youtube.com/watch
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The scam-demic was planned out over many years by the evil satin worshipers. They inTltrated the governments of the world over

many years in order to carry out their evil mass murder plan. They created the fake pandemic to scare the masses into taking their

bio-weapon frankenshot poison jab, and they brainwashed millions of lemmings with the fake news media into getting them. Now the

fake news media is hiding the fact that millions of people worldwide are dying and are being maimed by their poison jab's! They also

used the fake pandemic to get Trump out of ozce with their fake mail in ballots. The evidence is out there in all the swing states that

their elections were stolen, and nothing is being done about it! Arizona's forensic audit has been done for 5 months, and their Atty

general hasn't done JACK SHITT about it? The founding fathers gave us the second amendment for the very reason as to what is going

on right now with the "Tyrannical government". I blame pence for not stopping this on January 3rd! HE IS A TRAITOR and should be

charged with treason.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 7:23:59 AM
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The evidence for election corruption has been out there for decades and we all have done nothing but gaslight each other about

the left-right BS and whose “super bowl POTUS” hero is the “lesser of two evils!” We have been played by the great and powerful

OZ, hiding behind that curtain of POTUS! The “Wizard of Oz” is a very telling story as to what has been happening for far too long!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 8:47:30 AM
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And we will never have a free and fair election again, just think of what they had to do to get the white house... they will never let

it go.  I remember Dims saying "we have to steal the election, we do it for them (deplorables) they are too stupid to understand".
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Godsent55
Joined On 11/28/2021 10:45:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to Dr. MALONE who created mYRNA Transport announced that it wasn't made for use in humans.  He has to have

information why. You need to contact Dr. Malone and see why.
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Apparently there is no way to reply to a comment...so... My "doctor"used to pitch the shingles vax on every annual visit after I already

presented with it. I asked her why I should get the vax since I already had it. She NEVER answered me. Finally, I quit going. I wish now I'd

have never gotten a ku shot. I stopped that at the beginning of the scamdemic. I Tgured, what's the point what with isolation and masks

Long ago I came to the conclusion the world's problems are caused by either by ignoramuses or crooks. Which, by the way, are our two

choices at every election cycle.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Apparently there is no way to reply to a comment...so..." I'm replying to your comment. Just hit the "reply" button under the

original post. BTW: the point of the insane "measures", is CONTROL - plain and simple.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

John, you have to reply to the original comment in that comment 'tree'. Your comment will be the last (at the time submitted)

within that group.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/20/2021 7:37:04 AM
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"John", one replies to another commenter only via the thread's opening or initiating poster (OP or IP) reply tab. If you want to

address another person in that thread, then simply say, "@ smitty". Without a speciTc salutation, then it is assumed that you are

responding directly to the "OP".  I hope that's helpful.
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe this is what is really happening, implementation of the Noahide Laws which were enacted in the US in 1991, in Canada in 2003.

In 2019, "On September 25, the 5,780th anniversary of the day on which Jewish tradition holds the world was created, the Sanhedrin is

holding a conference for the emerging Organization of 70 Nations." .. "Lectures and discussions will focus on the Noahide obligations

incumbent upon all of mankind. Also discussed will be the universal economic, cultural, educational that should be the focus of such an

organization. A major focus will also be the establishment of an international court based on Bible principles." .. "An international court

will sit in Jerusalem and judge according to the important and recognized laws of the Bible as adjusted to actual facts of life."

www.israel365news.com/136435/nations-invited-animal-sacriTce-mount-of..
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Chimonger
Joined On 2/6/2008 10:00:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oddly, the PDF Tle does not seem to translate cleanly from the article.  The PDF Tle is full of typos, largely dropping speciTc letters, like

“f”, “T” “k” “z”, etc. & scrambling a few sentences, or dropping sentences.  Can this be Txed?
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES!!!  and Bobby Fischer said it best.....noahidelaw kissMyAsssss  MF  >>    www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-Tscher-speaks-jews
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-Tscher-speaks-jews
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola.  I want you to keep your cred so please be careful about fact checking.  I wrote here yesterday that you stated less than

9000 CV deaths which was off by 50%...."it’s impossible to discount 8,986 deaths in the U.S. territories alone, reported as of November

26, 2021" Please review closely everything posted here and esp on basic facts re Vax injuries and deaths.  Thanks for all you do!
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jarhed73
Joined On 4/23/2021 7:07:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think that the restating of VAERS information would be more convincing if Dr Mercola would have a mathematician analyze the

information to make it a more reliable set of data.  There also has to be others reporting the deaths.  It does seem necessary to

corroborate the information before we trot it out there as data.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"They" are only reporting at 0.1% That means that you can multiply the reported deaths and injuries by 99%!!!. There was a

mathematician that did the math on this last week who is a PHD. I will post it here when I Tnd the video.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THIS TEN-YEAR-OLD VIDEO SPELLS IT ALL OUT – DEPOPULATION OF PEASANTS [a catchy rhyme at Christmas time – well done]

www.bitchute.com/.../bqjdii2KK1EZ  DEPOPULATION BY VACCINATIONS – BASED ON ROCK-HARD SCIENTIFIC FACTS

December 20th, 2021 www.bitchute.com/.../F5Y8vPSLErMc   DEPOPULATION EXTINCTION TOOLS USED BY THE UNITED NATIONS

FOR THE NEW WORLD ORDER December 20th, 2021 www.bitchute.com/.../sYnvoSc2EgDp  DEPOPULATION BY POISONOUS

SUBSTANCES, GMOS AND FAMILY PLANNING December 20th, 2021 www.bitchute.com/.../N1bVyOdACxR8  

THE MIDAZOLAM MURDERS – 26,541 ELDERLY IN THE UK EUTHANIZED WITHOUT PERMISSION DURING LOCKDOWNS December

20th, 2021 www.bitchute.com/.../oCahBsHftRpp   DEPOPULATION BY ELECTROSMOG AND CHEMTRAILS – FINALLY ADMITTED BY

GOVERNMENT! December 20th, 2021 www.bitchute.com/.../nG1pglxPC1YF   COVID-19 AND 5G: THE ULTIMATE WEAPONS OF MASS

DESTRUCTION December 20th, 2021 www.bitchute.com/.../IgMoYloMt1wA  15,000+ VACCINE DEATHS EXPECTED PER WEEK IN

AMERICA BY CHRISTMAS – CDC www.bitchute.com/.../sSFZdm0OljH6  

SIMPLE-MINDED LINING UP FOR THE BOOSTER JAB DUE TO OMICRON – DR. VERNON COLEMAN

www.bitchute.com/.../p5sjKcx9AKpD   REFLECTIONS & WARNINGS www.bitchute.com/.../x43pqfWL3CRz
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no Virus - Mass Depopulation Event - Dr. Andrew Kaufman - Exposes Omicron - and the Virus Scam Viruses are a scam, a hoax

perpetrated by the eugenical medical/media industrial complex - a virus has never been isolated or proven to exist

www.bitchute.com/search/?query=tom%20cowan&kind=video&sort=new  ~

www.bitchute.com/search/?query=andrew%20kaufman&kind=video&sor..   Dr. Andrew Kaufman EXPOSES Judy Mikovits 'virus

isolation' [Germ Theory] Special Event Round Table and Debate between Dr. Andrew Kaufman and Dr, Judy Mikovits [viruses have never

been isolated or proven to exist] www.bitchute.com/.../8SxWljMQUHMe  ~ www.bitchute.com/.../3lFwx2O44gTO  RESPONSE TO JUDY

MIKOVITS WITH TOM COWAN AND ANDREW KAUFMAN WARNING - THIS VIDEO CONTAINS THE TRUTH

www.bitchute.com/.../EOXbAA4AS23P  150 US Public Health Service Experiments from 1919 prove that disease is not transmittable

www.brighteon.com/85bfea7f-e582-42a2-a7e7-ee1fc056bd52
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